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Preface: The Transformation of East 
Coast Wine

The wines of the Atlantic Seaboard are on the rise. 
Noteworthy improvements in the quality of East Coast 
wines and their unique character are attracting growing 
numbers of wine enthusiasts. Today, more than ever before, 
consumers along the Atlantic Seaboard are interested 
in drinking local wines, and liberalized wine laws and 
regulations make it easier for them to do so. Their thirst for 
good wine and for learning more about the wines made 
in their own states is driving a dramatic growth in wine 
tourism and rising wine sales direct to consumers in tasting 
rooms and wine clubs.  

The East Coast wine industry has also expanded rapidly in 
recent years. The number of East Coast wineries more than 
tripled between 2000 and 2017, increasing from 405 to 
1720, surpassing the number of wineries in California in 
the year 2000.

In the light of these developments, the International 
Wine Review (IWR) is publishing a series of reports in 
2019 on the wines of the Atlantic Seaboard.  Prepared 
in collaboration with the Atlantic Seaboard Wines 
Association and local wine associations,  each report in 
the series focuses on the wineries, winemakers, vineyards, 
the regulatory framework and future prospects of the 
industry in each state.  The reports also include extensive 
tasting notes and ratings of the principal wineries in each 
state.  The reports are based on extensive field research, 
tastings and interviews with local winemakers and industry 
leaders carried out by the IWR team in 2018.      

This is the first in a series of reports on the wines of the 
East Coast, from North Carolina in the south to New York’s 
Finger Lakes 800 miles to the north.  The states included 
in the series, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina have about 20 
thousand acres of vines, and New York has over half the 
total, as shown in the graph below.  These states and the 
regions within them differ in terms of terroir, wine history, 
grape varieties grown, and development path of the wine 
industry. However, they are in many respects more similar 
than different.  In this preface, we examine the similarities. 
The individual reports that follow explore the unique 
features of each growing area.

History

Wine production has a long and colorful history in the 
East. Up and down the coast, one of the first things 
European settlers tried to do was grow grapes and make 
wine. They saw a profusion of wild grapes, from the 
Muscadines of the south to the Labruscas of the north, 
giving hope they could grow the European varieties 
familiar to them. They all failed: Lord Baltimore in 
Maryland, Thomas Jefferson in Virginia, William Penn in 
Pennsylvania, etc., and soon began making wine from 
native grapes (e.g., Concord, Isabella, Scuppernong) 
and chance hybrids (e.g., Catawba, Niagara). Later on, 
in response to phylloxera, French agronomists developed 
large numbers of French-American hybrids, several (e.g., 
Chambourcin, Seyval Blanc, Vidal Blanc, Vignoles), 
of which are still widely grown throughout the East, 
thanks in part to a Baltimore journalist, Philip Wagner, 
who advocated on their behalf throughout the East. 
The European grape, vitis vinifera, only took root with 
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the advent of modern fungicides and the development 
of techniques to prevent winter kill, popularized by Dr. 
Konstantin Frank in the Finger Lakes in the 1950s.  

By the late 19th century, several states had developed 
large grape and wine industries based on native grapes. 
One man, Paul Garrett, tied them together, first making 
Scuppernong wines in North Carolina, then establishing a 
4 million gallon winery in Norfolk VA and importing juice 
from the Finger Lakes to blend with Scuppernong for his 
famous wine, Virginia Dare. With the rise of Prohibition 
in the south, Garrett himself eventually moved to the 
Finger Lakes1.  After Prohibition, another highly successful, 
North Carolina vintner, Mack Sands, helped his son 
Marvin purchase a Finger Lakes bulk wine plant called 
Canandaigua Industries. Together, they created a high 
popular, fortified wine called Wild Irish Rose, produced 
in Petersburg, Virginia, and later purchased the Virginia 
Dare label. Today, Canandaigua Industries is known as 
Constellation Brands, still headquartered in the Finger 
Lakes.

Legal and Financial Framework

After Prohibition, the states sought to regulate the wine 
industry by discouraging entry and prohibiting single 
ownership of all three tiers—production, distribution, and 
retail.  Wineries were thus prohibited from selling wine 
at the winery and from directly distributing wines to retail 
stores. Wineries could only sell through distributors, which 
were often uninterested in selling the products of small 
producers. Some states, like Pennsylvania, set up a state 
monopoly to distribute and directly sell wines.  With a 
vested interest in the three tier system, distributors and 
state monopolies were politically successful in preventing 
reforms for decades.

Beginning in the 1960s and 70s, states passed Farm 
Winery Laws to reduce license fees and permit grape 
growers to sell their own wine at tasting rooms, farm 
markets, and retail stores. Pennsylvania passed the first 
such law in 1968, followed by North Carolina (1973), 
New York (1976), and Virginia (1980). As part of their 
reforms, most states allowed their wineries to sell direct to 
consumers, but out of state wineries were prohibited from 
doing so. In 2005 the US Supreme Court ruled that in state 
and out of state wineries had to be treated equally. One 
by one, the states responded by adopting legislation to 
allow direct shipping from wineries anywhere.   

Viticulture   

Over the past decade or more, East Coast wineries have 
begun to put the focus on the vitis vinifera grapes that 
originate in Europe rather than hybrids and the grapes 
native to North America.  In North Carolina this began 
with the Biltmore Winery in Asheville planting vinifera 
in the late 1980s.  One of the largest grape revolutions 
took place in New York’s Finger Lakes which grew only 

native American grapes like Catawba or Niagara until the 
arrival of Konstantin Frank. However, non vinifera varieties 
continue to play an important role, especially in North 
Carolina and New York.   

Growers are learning where to plant grapes and how to 
match varieties to terroir. Many of the original vineyards 
in the East were plantings of convenience.  Farmers 
who could no longer survive off tobacco or dairy cattle 
planted grapes instead. Or couples looking for a change 
of lifestyle would build a home and plant a vineyard in a 
location for its beautiful views. The original plantings were 
also often to popular varieties like Cabernet Sauvignon 
better suited to a warmer, drier climate. Today, most new 
vineyards are being sited only after careful soil analysis 
and with the advice of viticulture experts, and growers are 
replanting with varieties better suited to their terroir.  

Winemaking.  

There have always been outstanding winemakers in 
the East like Jim Law and Michael Schapps  in Virginia, 
Hermann J. Weimer and Peter Bell in the Finger Lakes, 
Dave Collins and Ed Boyce and Sarah O’Herron in 
Maryland, and Chuck Jones and Mark Friszolowski in 
North Carolina, and  the numbers are growing fast. The 
region is also beginning to attract young winemakers from 
all over the world.  Jacques van der Vyver of Chateau 
BuDe in Maryland and Stephen Bernard of Keswick in 
Virginia hail from South Africa. Matthieu Finot of Virginia’s 
King Family and Morten Hallgren of Ravines in the Finger 
Lakes come from France; Luca Paschina of Barboursville 
in Virginia hails from Italy.  Other winemakers come from 
Germany, Portugal, and, of course, California.
 
The homegrown winemaking talent is also getting better 
and better thanks to first rate enology and viticulture 
training offered at universities and community colleges 
throughout the East. Of particular note is the viticulture and 
enology program at Cornell University and the degree 
programs offered at Surry Community College in North 
Carolina and the Community College of the Finger Lakes in 
New York.

Even more important, perhaps, is the growing number of 
agricultural extension agents offering advice on growing 
grapes and making wine and the viticulture consultants like 
Lucie Morton and Joyce Rigby and winemaking consultants 
like Lucien Guillemet and Stéphane Derenoncourt.  In 
addition, winegrowers have formed their own, often 
informal groups to exchange ideas and taste wines 
with the goal of learning from experience to improve 
winemaking.  Virginia’s recently created Winemakers 
Research Exchange is an especially noteworthy effort to 
engage winemakers in practical research to improve grape 
growing and winemaking. 

1  T. Pinney (2012) The Makers of American Wine, UC Press
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Climate and Grapes

The climate of the East is, in general, humid with rainfall 
throughout the growing season. This puts a premium on 
grape varieties that have the thick skins and loose clusters 
that give good disease resistance.  Vinifera varieties like 
Albariño, Petit Manseng, Vermentino, and Viognier show 
excellent promise among the whites, and Cabernet Franc 
and Petit Verdot are especially promising among the reds. 
French hybrids like Chardonel, Chambourcin, Traminette, 
and Vidal Blanc do especially well and may be the only 
varieties than can make good wine in a wet year like 
2018.  

The climate is warming throughout the Atlantic Seaboard 
as it is everywhere else in the wine world. This presents 
problems like heavier rainfall and more frequent extreme 
weather events, but it also extends the growing season. 
As a result, over time we can expect continued changes in 
the grape varieties successfully grown as well as changes 
in where they’re grown.  Jones von Drehle Vineyards in 
North Carolina already has vineyards at 1600’ in the 
Yadkin Valley, and others are experimenting with very 
high altitude vineyards in the Blue Ridge Mountains.  In 
Pennsylvania, Galen Glen is making excellent cool climate 
whites at their 1000’ vineyard. Vineyards that are now 
marginal in Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley may become 
prime sites in the not too distant future.  And one can 
expect better and better Pinot Noir and Cabernet Franc 
from the Finger Lakes as that region continues to warm. 

The Future

All the stars appear to be in alignment for continued 
improvement in East Coast wine.  In another decade 
we may very well look back and say there has been a 
“revolution” in the quality of wines coming from the Atlantic 
Seaboard. What’s clear at the present is that each state 
has some outstanding winemakers making world quality 
wine. At the same time, most wineries are still producing 
wines of average quality. Raising the average quality 
of wine depends on many factors: enlightened public 
policies and support on the part of the states; continued 
strengthening of extension services and university-based 
viticulture and enology programs;  new investment to 
increase the supply of high quality grapes and state of 
the art winemaking; and more retail distribution of wines 
to increase their visibility in the market and to strengthen 
incentives to raise quality and value. As indicated above, 
we think all of these factors are currently moving in the 
right direction and promise a very bright future for the 
wines of the East Coast. 
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Introduction: The Finger Lakes

Located in northern New York east of Lake Erie and 
south of Lake Ontario, the Finger Lakes wine region is 
eleven long lakes carved out of the earth by two mile 
thick glaciers that repeatedly advanced south carving 
ever deeper river valleys, leaving huge moraines at their 
southern end. They also repeatedly retreated north, leaving 
drumlins of glacial debris. When the period of glaciation 
ended, the rivers became sealed, creating the lakes that 
provide the conditions for growing wine grapes that are 
usually found only in warmer climes.

The Finger Lakes has a long history of wine growing 
beginning in the middle of the 19th century with the 
arrival of immigrant farmers. They recognized early on 
that this terroir is uniquely suited for agriculture, especially 
grapes, and began planting native (labrusca) grapes on 
the hillsides rising above the lake shores. Later, French 
hybrids and then European vitis vinifera vines were added. 
Large, commercial wineries bought the grapes and made 
popular, sweet still and sparkling wines, and when they 
could no longer compete with California abruptly went 
out of business. This was the crisis that (thanks to New 
York’s 1976 Farm Winery Act) led to growers becoming 
winemakers and today’s burgeoning wine industry of over 
130 wineries. It also contributed to the creation of the 
Finger Lakes AVA in 1982 and the subsequent creation of 
two sub-AVAs for Cayuga Lake and Seneca Lake. 

Today, the Finger Lakes is among the most successful 
wine regions in the Atlantic Seaboard.  Its success has 
been due to several factors that are discussed in this 
report.  They include the region’s long grape growing 
and winemaking history; the deep, voluminous lakes that 
create the unique climate needed for making world class 
wines; and the positive changes which took place in the 
legal and regulatory framework, as well as the favorable 
institutional environment which contributed critical technical 
know-how to the wine industry.  These factors have led to 
an explosion in the number of wineries and an impressive 
rise in wine quality which is reflected in the winery profiles 
and the tasting notes and ratings in the final section of this 
report.  

The report concludes by examining the challenges and 
opportunities for the Finger Lakes wine industry and the 

new generation of winemakers and other professionals 
who will be leading the industry in the years ahead.  
While there is little doubt that the Finger Lakes wine region 
has a highly promising future, it will encounter several 
challenges which are elaborated upon in the report.  
While much has been written about the Finger Lakes, 
this brief report, which is based on our field research 
and extensive wine tastings, aims to provide an updated 
assessment of this outstanding wine region and its wines.
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Finger Lakes Top Rated Wines*

Finger Lakes vintners make excellent wines from many different grape varieties, especially dry Riesling, much of it single 
vineyard. However, increasingly producers are excelling in other wines as well, including sweet wines, sparkling wines, and 
red varieties. We list our top-rated wines here.

Riesling Anthony Road 2013 Art Riesling
Boundary Break Dry Riesling #239
Domaine LeSeurre 2016 Riesling Barrel Select
Forge Cellars 2017 Breakneck Creek Dry Riesling
Forge Cellars 2016 Dry Riesling Les Allies
Forge Cellars 2017 Leidenfrost Dry Riesling
Fox Run 2016 Dry Riesling
Fox Run 2017 Silvan Riesling
Hermann J Wiemer HJW Vineyard Riesling
Hermann J Wiemer 2016 Josef Riesling
Hermann J Wiemer 2016 Riesling Magdalena 
Vineyard 
Heron Hill 2017 Riesling Ingle Vineyards
Keuka Spring 2017 Humphreys Vineyard Riesling
Konstantin Frank 2016 Eugenia Riesling
Lamoreaux Landing 2017 Riesling Red Oak 
Vineyard
Lamoreaux Landing 2017 Riesling Yellow Dog 
Vineyard

Onyare 2015 Riesling Beautiful Little Fool
Ravines 2015 Riesling
Ravines 2015 Riesling Argetsinger Vineyard
Ravines 2016 Riesling White Springs 
Vineyard
Red Newt 2015 The Knoll Riesling Lahoma 
Vineyard
Red Newt 2013 Riesling Tango Oaks 
Vineyard
Silver Thread 2013 Riesling STV Estate 
Vineyard
Trestle 31 2017 Riesling
Villa Bellangelo 2016 Riesling Fut de Chene
Wagner 2017 Riesling Caywood East 
Vineyard
Weis 2017 Semi Dry Riesling
Weis 2017 Dry Riesling

Other White Domaine LeSeurre 2015 Barrel Select Chardonnay
 Domaine LeSeurre 2016 Gewürztraminer Dry
 Hermann J. Wiemer 2017 Grüner Veltliner
 Heron Hill 2017 Pinot Blanc Reserve Morris Vineyard
Sweet Anthony Road 2015 Martini Becraft Vignoles
 Boundary Breaks 2018 Riesling Ice Wine
 Lamoreaux Landing 2017 Gewürztraminer Ice Wine
 Lamoreaux Landing 2014 Riesling Ice Wine
 Ravines 2013 Late Harvest Vignoles
 Sheldrake Point 2016 Riesling Ice Wine
 Sheldrake Point 2008 Late Harvest Riesling
Sparkling Fox Run 2013 Blanc de Blancs
 Hermann J. Wiemer 2013 Cuvée Brut
 Konstantin Frank 2013 Brut Rosé
 Konstantin Frank 2012 Blanc de Blancs
 Lamoreaux Landing 2009 Brut
Red Boundary Breaks 2017 Cabernet Franc
 Buttonwood Grove 2015 Cabernet Franc
 Element 2013 The Element
 Forge Cellars 2017 Pinot Noir Classique
 Fox Run Cabernet Franc Lemberger
 Fox Run 2016 Lemberger
 Fox Run 2016 Cabernet Franc
 Hermann J. Wiemer 2016 Lemberger
 Lamoreaux Landing 2017 T23 Cabernet Franc
 Lamoreaux Landing 2016 Cabernet Franc Barrel Aged
 Ravines 2014 Le Petit Caporal
 Ravines 2015 Pinot Noir
 Ravines 2015 Maximilien
 Red Newt 2017 Cabernet Franc
 Red Newt 2007 Viridescens
 Sheldrake Point 2005 Cabernet Franc
 Silver Thread 2015 Blackbird STV Vineyard

*Wines rated 91 points or higher.
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2  As cited in Richard Figiel (2014) Circle of Vines, State Univesrsity of New York 
Press.
3  The Urbana investment was sizeable, about a quarter million dollars, equal to 
$39 million in purchasing power today. 

sophisticated wines, selecting yeasts and exploring the 
use of botrytis affected grapes to add complexity. He 
also began making and bottling single varietal, vintage 
dated wines. America’s best known wine critic, Frank 
Schoonmaker, was so impressed that Widmer began 
putting “A Frank Schoonmaker Selection” on neck labels. 

The real mover and shaker post-Prohibition was the Taylor 
Wine Company, which quickly became the nation’s 
leading producer of sparkling wine, and by the late 1950s 
it was the largest winery outside California. It owned 
several hundred acres of vines, contracted with growers 
throughout the Finger Lakes for much more, and made an 
estimated one million cases of wine. Taylor also began 
purchasing growing amounts of California bulk wine for 
blending.

The other growing giant of the Finger Lakes was the 
Canandaigua Wine Company, which introduced the world 
to Richards Wild Irish Rose in 1954 and by the 1980s was 
producing over 8 million cases. Later, Canandaigua added 
the Manischewitz and Virginia Dare brands to its portfolio.

Consolidation and Rebirth

The post-Prohibition era was one of consolidation. Urbana 
(now called Gold Seal) was purchased by Seagram, which 
also owned California’s Paul Masson brand. Canandaigua 
bought Widmers. Taylor acquired Pleasant Valley 
(renamed Gold Seal as of 1956) and its Great Western 
Champagne brand in 1961 only to be itself bought out by 
Coca Cola, which created the Taylor California Cellars 
brand (made in the Finger Lakes with mostly California 
bulk wine).  In the end (1993), almost everything ended 
up in the hands of the Canandaigua Wine Company 
(renamed Constellation Brands in 2000).  

The consolidation of the large Finger Lakes wineries, the 
importation of bulk wine from out of state, and competition 
with California reduced the demand for Finger Lakes table 
wine and the grapes that produced it. Grape prices fell, 
long term grower contracts were abandoned, and vineyard 
acreage began a long slow decline. Finger Lakes growers 
had to adapt or disappear.

The new model for the Finger Lakes became the estate 
winery, exemplified by two pioneering ventures, Walter 
Taylor’s Bully Hill Vineyards and Dr. Konstantin Frank’s 
Vinifera Wine Cellars.  In 1958, Taylor began resuscitating 
his family’s original winery and vineyard on Bully Hill, 
replanting it with French hybrids. By 1969 he was ready 
to make wine, and he hired Geisenheim-trained Hermann 
Wiemer to make the wine.  In 1956, while still working at 
Urbana (Gold Seal), Dr. Frank [see box] purchased a 118 
acre estate on Keuka Lake and began experimenting with 
vinifera vines. By 1962 he was ready to start making his 
own, vinifera-based wine. 

History

Grapes are native to the Finger Lakes as observed by 
Samuel de Champlain, the first European to explore the 
area: “…vines and nuts are in great quantities, and grapes 
come to maturity there, but they leave always a sharp, 
sour taste, which proceeds from want of cultivation. ” 
By the mid-17th century, French Jesuit missionaries were 
making wine from Finger Lakes grapes. The Jesuits soon 
disappeared, but in the early 19th century the Rev. William 
Bostwick cultivated Isabella and Catawba vines and 
made sacramental wine from them.  His success led to 
more plantings, and in 1855 the first commercial winery 
(Pleasant Valley) was established on Keuka Lake. An 
immigrant from Germany planted the vines at Pleasant 
Valley, and other German immigrants played a key role 
in the early development of vineyards in the Finger Lakes. 
In 1865, the Urbana Wine Company was established, 
also on Keuka Lake, and Charles LeBreton was recruited 
from Champagne’s Louis Roederer Champagne house to 
produce sparkling wine using the Gold Seal trademark. 
Later, when LeBreton left Urbana, he was replaced by 
another Champagne maker, Jules Crance of Moet & 
Chandon. The success of these and other wineries led 
to increased plantings that quickly spread from Keuka to 
Canandaigua, Seneca and other lakes.  By 1890 there 
were an estimated 24 thousand acres of vineyard and 
more than 50 wineries, and three-quarters of American 
sparkling wine was made on Keuka Lake.

Post Prohibition

Prohibition had a devastating effect on the Finger Lakes 
wine industry. The few wineries that survived did so by 
making sacramental wine and selling grapes to home 
winemakers. Among the survivors were Pleasant Valley, 
Urbana, Taylor and Widmer, and in 1932 they joined 
together to form the Finger Lakes Wine Association.  
Urbana also immediately resumed its prior practice 
of hiring prominent Champagne makers and lured 
Charles Fournier of Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin to the 
Finger Lakes. About the same time, Will Widmer, who 
studied winemaking in Germany, began making more 

Bully Hill Vineyard near Hammondsport about 1870
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Dr. Konstantin Frank4   
Born in 1899, Frank was 
the descendant of Alsatian 
Germans who settled in the 
southern Ukraine in the early 
1800s to improve viticulture. 
He attended the Odessa 
Polytechnic Institute where 
he earned a doctorate and 
served on the faculty until 
ordered to restore the former 

Prince Trubetskoy’s two thousand acre vineyard, which 
he replanted by grafting vinifera to American rootstock. 
The severe Ukranian winters required that vines be 
covered with earth every autumn and uncovered every 
spring, and Frank developed plows to mechanize the 
work. Eventually, thousands of the plows were built and 
used, and Frank later brought one to his Finger Lakes 
vineyard. Towards the end of WWII, Frank and his 
family fled to Austria and then Germany and, finally, 
in 1951 to the US where he found employment at, first, 
the New York State Agricultural Experiment Station 
and, second, the Urbana (Gold Seal) winery where 
Charles Fournier hired him to do research on growing 
vinifera. By all accounts, Frank was not a person who 
liked to compromise and finally outwore his welcome at 
Gold Seal in 1962, fortunately the year his own Keuka 
Lake winery was established. His wines, especially the 
Rieslings, soon commanded national attention, and vitis 
vinifera had established its foothold in the Finger Lakes 
and inspired new plantings of vinifera throughout the 
Eastern US.  

The Modern Era

Several enterprising vintners followed the lead of Walter 
Taylor and Konstantin Frank and began planting hybrids 
and vitis vinifera in the 1970s.  These vinifera pioneers 
include Bill Moffet’s Atwater Estate, Cameron and 
Maren Hosmer’s Patrician Verona Vineyard, Dick and 
Cindy Peterson’s Swedish Hill Winery, Ann and John 
Martini’s Anthony Road Wine Company, Gene Pierce’s 
Glenora Wine Cellars, Josephine and John Ingle’s Heron 
Hill Winery, Mark Wagner’s Lamoreaux Landing, Bob 
and Marge McGregor’s eponymous vineyard, and Bill 
Wagner’s Wagner Vineyards. Several of these vintners 
sold their grapes before eventually starting their own 
wineries, motivated in part by the 1976 Farm Winery Act, 
which reduced the price of a winery license by 80 percent 
and liberalized on-premise sales. 

Hermann Wiemer stood out among these 1970s pioneers. 
A native of Bernkastel, Germany, from a family with 300 
years of winemaking experience in the Mosel Valley, he 
worked at the Viticultural Research Institute in Neustadt 
before coming to New York do to an internship in 1966. 
He returned to Germany, but in 1968 Walter Taylor 
offered him the winemaker position at Bully Hill. He later 
settled in Dundee, on the western shore of Lake Seneca, 
purchasing 80 acres of land for his vineyard in 1973 and 

began planting vines in 1974. His first wine from his own 
vineyard, a Riesling from the 1979 vintage, won accolades 
in the New York press. In addition to planting German 
varieties, Wiemer was the first to plant Pinot Noir in the 
Finger Lakes, in 1979. 

Turn of the Century

The vinifera pioneers of the last quarter of the 20th century 
provided the foundation for further development. Many 
of today’s leading wineries of the Finger Lakes got their 
start after the turn of the century. Morton Hallgren founded 
Ravines Wine Cellars in 2000. Hermann J. Wiemer sold 
his winery and vineyard to winemaker Fred Merwarth and 
agronomist Oskar Bynke, who have introduced organic 
and biodynamic practices and further raised the already 
lofty quality of the wines. Fox Run also changed owners 
and rose to new heights under winemaker Peter Bell. 
Red Newt also got a new winemaker, and along with 
Sheldrake Point and Silver Thread found themselves among 
the top rank of Finger Lakes wineries.  The latest, prominent 
arrivals are Forge Cellars in 2011 and the yet-to-be-named 
venture of globe trotting California winemaker Paul Hobbs 
and Mosel winemaker Johannes Selbach who began 
planting their 67 acre, Riesling-focused vineyard on the 
east side of Seneca Lake in 2013.

Morton Hallgren’s 
Ravines Wine Cellars  
Lisa and Morten Hallgren 
created Ravines on Seneca 
Lake in 2000.  Morten 
grew up in Provence on the 
family’s vineyard (Domaine 
de Castel Roubine) and 
learned winemaking at the 
Ecole Nationale Supérieure 
d’Argonomie in Montpellier. 

He was chief winemaker for Dr. Konstantin Frank 
beginning in 1999 for many years and previously 
worked at Cos d’Estournel in St. Estephe in 1994 and 
the Biltmore Estate in North Carolina. Outstanding 
vineyards combined with talented winemaking have 
taken Ravines Wine Cellars to the top of most lists of 
the Finger Lakes’ best wineries.  Morton Hallgren is 
recognized internationally for his world class Rieslings.

The Institutional Environment

The legal and institutional environment has important 
impacts on the development of a region’s wine industry. 
Like many states on the Atlantic seaboard, New York’s 
laws were a serious hindrance to the Finger Lakes wine 
industry until the passage of reforms to make it easier to 
establish wineries and sell wine.  On the other hand, it 
has been aided by the existence of a major, land grant 
university (i.e., Cornell) with research and teaching 
programs and extension activities focused on growing 
grapes. And it has been in the forefront of wine regions 
and states in terms of associations to promote and market 
wine.

4  For more on Frank’s background and contribution to the Finger Lakes, see 
Thomas Pinney (2012) The Makers of American Wine. 
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5 Wineries were required to sell at least 95% of their production through a 
distributor. The Act also reduced the winery license fee from $1600 to $125.
6 The only jurisdictions to allow retail interstate wine shipping along the Atlantic 
Seaboard are the District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, and New 
Hampshire.

Wine Legislation

New York passed its Farm Winery Act in 1976, after 
the large wineries in the Finger Lakes began importing 
California juice, and the demand for American grape 
varieties began its precipitous decline. Growers who 
thought about opening their own wineries as a response 
to the decline in demand for their grapes found the 
cost of a winery license to be prohibitively high and 
the limit (5% of gross sales) on direct sale at the winery 
to be overly restrictive5.  A new Governor, Hugh 
Carey, supported changes, and in 1976 the Farm Act 
dramatically reduced the winery license fee for farm 
wineries (producing less than 150 thousand gallons). 
Further legislation ensued eliminating the direct sale limit, 
permitting sales on Sundays, allowing wineries to open 
off-site retail outlets, sell their wines directly to retailers 
and restaurants, etc.  Prior to passage of the Act, New 
York had only 19 wineries; within seven years after its 
passage, 47 new farm wineries were established.  The 
year 1984 saw further deregulation of wine sales: 
wineries were allowed to sell each others’ wines, 
establish on premise restaurants, and create up to five 
off-premise stores.  However, grocery stores are still not 
allowed to sell wine in New York.

In May 2005 the US Supreme Court ruled that the states 
could not discriminate in favor of in-state wineries when 
it comes to shipping wines directly to consumers. New 
York had technically allowed out of state wineries to 
ship to consumers in the state if they maintained a New 
York office, but the Court said the requirement was so 
financially burdensome that is amounted to a prohibition. 
By July 2005 New York had changed its laws to allow 
wineries anywhere to ship direct to consumers. 

In 2011 further deregulation was included in the Fine 
Winery Bill to make it easier for farm wineries to open 
satellite stores, provide and/or utilize custom crush 
services, and ship directly to consumers in other states. 
However, beginning about 2016 New York began 
enforcing restrictions on interstate shipments from wine 
retailers in other states. While these shipments have 
always required a license for interstate wine shipments, 
the law wasn’t enforced until wine distributors began 
aggressively lobbying state legislators6. In 2016, license 
and fee requirements were further eased, and farm 
wineries were given permission to sell by the glass. 

Wine Research and Education

The Finger Lakes AVA is home to one of the world’s top 
viticulture and enology education and research programs 
with over 40 faculty connected to Cornell University’s 
program in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences 
located in Ithaca at the foot of Cayuga Lake. Several 

of the Finger Lakes’ top winemakers are graduates of 
the program, including Nova Cadmatre, the first female 
winemaker master of wine and the Senior Director 
of winemaking for all of Constellation’s Napa Valley 
wineries.

Nova Cadematre 
was one of the first 
graduates of Cornell’s 
Viticulture and Enology 
program in 2006. 
She also received 
her MW (master of 
wine) certification in 
2017, the first woman 

winemaker in the US to do so.  Her career has taken 
her to California as red winemaker at Robert Mondavi, 
then back to the Finger Lakes where she was director 
of winemaking at Constellation and developed the 
boutique 240 Days brand, finally returning to California 
to become Senior Director of winemaking for all 
Constellation’s Napa Valley wineries. Nova has also 
started her own Finger Lakes winery, Trestle Thirty-One.

Cornell is also home to the New York State Agricultural 
Experiment Station (now called Cornell AgriTech), which 
has done research essential to the development of the 
grape and wine industry. It has also been an important 
provider of extension services to grape growers and 
winemakers, including the EnoCert certification program 
for winery employees. New York’s sustainable viticulture 
program, VineBalance, was also developed there.  

New York State Agricultural 
Experiment Station   
Established in Geneva in 1880, 
the Station did early research on 
grape breeding led by Professor 
Goff; the Goff grape variety 
was the first to be named by 
the Station in 19067. Shortly 

before Prohibition, one of its professors, Richard 
Wellington, started experimenting with the French-
American hybrids developed in France. Numerous 
new varieties were also developed, including Cayuga 
White and Traminette. Grapevine breeding research 
remains an important focus today. Other contributions 
include development of the Geneva Double Curtain 
training system, development of the mechanical grape 
harvester, and creation of an oxidation process that 
could make a passable sherry out of Concord grape 
juice. The Station joined Cornell University in 1923.  In 
the 1960s, the principal focus of the Station turned from 
table grapes to wine, and the first extension enologist 
was hired in 1982. The New York Wine and Grape 
Foundation contributes funding for research carried out 
at the Station.   

7 A technical report detailing the early work of the Station can be found in a 1915 
article by Hedrick and Anthony in the  Journal of Agricultural Research. 
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The increasing number of wineries in the Finger Lakes has 
created a growing demand for highly skilled winemakers 
and vineyard managers. The Finger Lakes Community 
College (FLCC) established a two year degree program 
in Viticulture and Wine Technology in 2009. Currently, 
the program is housed in Geneva at the FLCC Viticulture 
and Wine Center, which opened in 2015. Graduates of 
the program either find work in the industry or transfer to 
Cornell University’s Viticulture and Enology Program for 
more in depth training. The FLCC program partners with 
the Cornell Cooperative Extension’s Finger Lakes Grape 
Program on a teaching vineyard at the Anthony Road 
Wine Company in Penn Yan.  Peter Martini, vineyard 
manager at Anthony Road, has been instrumental in 
setting up the teaching vineyard and working with the 
FLCC.  Martini, and several other vineyard owners, serve 
on the FLCC advisory board. 

Marketing

Several organizations exist at the state and regional 
level to help promote Finger Lakes wines. The New 
York Wine and Grape Foundation, a private, non-profit 
trade association, was established in 1985 with funding 
from the New York State Department of Agriculture 
and Markets to finance promotion and research for 
New York’s wine industry8. The Finger Lakes also has its 
own marketing organization with 36 member wineries; 
created in 2004, it sponsors an annual Riesling Camp to 
educate brand ambassadors in key markets. 

Wine competitions are one popular means for drawing 
attention to the quality and diversity of wines produced 
by a region. A Finger Lakes Appellation Wine 
Competition was first held in 1983. Today, the most 
widely recognized competition is at the state level. The 
New York Wine Classic has been sponsored by the New 
York Wine and Grape Foundation since 1985; it awards 
a Governor’s cup trophy for the wine winning Best of 
Show. In 2018 that wine was the Keuka Spring Vineyards 
2017 Gewürztraminer. 

Geography, Soils & Climate

The Finger Lakes AVA encompasses roughly 940,000 
hectares (2.3 million acres) and is named for the 11 
long, narrow Finger Lakes (Conesus, Hemlock, Canadice, 
Honeoye, Canandaigua, Keuka, Seneca, Cayuga, 
Owasco, Skaneateles, and Otisco Lakes, from west to 
east) and their fertile, narrow parallel valleys.  Those 
lakes and valleys were created during the ice age that 
began about two million years ago and only ended 
about 11 thousand years ago.  Those glaciers gouged 
out the Finger Lakes leaving a heterogenous mix of soils 
on the hillsides of the lakes.

The varied soils of the Finger Lakes are the result of 
eons of geologic activity that predate the glaciers. 
Sediments from an ancient inland sea created the shale 
and limestone substrata that underlie the loam and clay 
topsoil and periodically show themselves as waterfalls 
and outcroppings on the hills. Limestone soils can be 
found in the northern part of the Lakes, concentrated 
along the major escarpments that run east-west across 
the Lakes.  About 90’ deep, the Onondaga Limestone 
Escarpment runs from the Niagara Falls to south of Lake 
Ontario and crosses the northern tips of Seneca and 
Cayuga lakes.  A bit further south, a shallow inland sea 
created the Tully Limestone Escarpment that runs across 
the top third of both the Cayuga and Seneca Lakes as 
well as the lakes to their east.  Only 15-20 feet thick 
and covered by shale, it is well exposed on the shores 
of the lakes.  It’s most prominent on the east shore of 
Cayuga Lake where it gives rise to several waterfalls like 
Ludlowville Falls shown here. 

Marine deposits and glaciation have created two 
types of soils in the Finger Lakes.  Lakes like Keuka 
and Canandaigua are at higher elevation with cooler 
temperatures and more acidic (low pH) soils. On the 
other hand, the Seneca and Cayuga lakes are lower in 
elevation with higher limestone content. The combination 
of warmer temperatures due to lower elevation and more 
neutral soils is more conducive to growing vinifera, the 
plantings of which are concentrated around these lakes. 

8 The Foundation received state funding of $3.4 million for the 2012-16 time 
period; it leveraged that funding to obtain another $6.5 million from other sources.  
A minimum of 30 percent of State money must be spent on research, most of which 
is carried out by Cornell’s Agricultural Experiment Station. Source: New York State 
Office of the State Comptroller, 2016.
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Soil pH has been linked to an especially important 
characteristic of some Riesling wines, the chemical 
1,1,6-trimethyl-1,2-dihydronaphthalene, or TDN, the petrol 
note associated with some Rieslings. More acidic soils, 
like those of the Mosel, appear to be linked with TDN, 
while more alkline, limestone soils are likely to produce 
less of it9. 

Climate

Central New York is too frigid to grow vinifera unless the 
presence of large bodies of water are present to mitigate 
the cold.  The lakes play this role in the Finger Lakes, 
moderating both temperature and precipitation.  They 
bring about warmer minimum temperatures in winter and 
cooler maximum temperatures in summer.  The sloping 
hillsides help prevent freezing air from pooling and 
damaging the vines in winter. Cold air flows down the 
hillsides to the lake where it warms and rises. Over the 
winter the lake temperatures cool so that when spring 
arrives the vineyards also remain cool, delaying bud 
break and reducing the risk of spring frost damage. 
The lake effect is greater the deeper and larger the lake 
and the closer vineyards are to the shore.  Being the 
deepest and most voluminous lake, Seneca thus provides 
the most benign conditions for growing vinifera.  In the 
bitter cold winter of 2014 only the two deepest lakes, 
Seneca and Cayuga, failed to freeze over.  The warmest 
spot in the Finger Lakes is the shoreline on the southeast 
corner of Seneca Lake. One study found that this so-
called “banana belt” has a minimum temperature in 
winter up to 5.1°F warmer and a maximum temperature 
in summer is up to 2.1°F cooler than areas away from the 
lake10. 

Like other premium wine growing regions of the world, 
the Finger Lakes is warming up, as shown in the 
accompanying graph.  This likely contributes to weather 
extremes reflected in vintage variations.  In the future, it 
will also undoubtedly affect the grape varieties grown as 
well as viticultural practices.

Vintages 

The Finger Lakes often experiences high year to year 
swings in growing conditions and fruit and wine quality. 
The just completed, wetter than normal 2018 vintage 
followed a superb 2017 vintage, which in turn followed 
an historically dry and warm year. The table below 
summarizes the growing conditions of the last few 
vintages.  As indicated, the most serious problem facing 
Finger Lakes growers is the killing frost. Growers try to 
control frost damage through the practice of “hilling up”, 
which consists of mounding earth around the trunk of the 
vine in the autumn (and removing it in the spring). They 
also use large wind machines to keep air in circulation 
and thus prevent freezing. 

9 Haeger (2016) Riesling Rediscovered, UC Press
10 L Meinert and T Curtin (2005) Terroir of the Finger Lakes of New York, 18th Keck 
Symposium Volume

Graph courtesy of Lawrence D. Meinert

Growing Degree Days in the Finger Lakes11

11 Graph from the Cornell Grape Program of AgriTech. 

Year GDD Vintage

2018

2017

2016

2015

NA

2685

2854

2658

Very wet second half of the summer; high 
disease pressure; few red wines made. 
Worst vintage since 2011.

A mild winter was followed by a dry 
summer; low disease pressure and very high 
yields. Red grapes enjoyed long hang time. 

An historically serious drought with record 
breaking heat led to small berry size and 
good concentration. Compared to 2015, 
larger berries and larger crops  

A harsh winter reduced yields; heavy early 
summer rains and high disease pressure; 
summer and autumn warm and dry.
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Growing Grapes

The combination of cold winters and humid summers 
contribute to the difficulty of growing grapes in the Finger 
Lakes. Grape varieties that suffer damage from the cold, 
including those with early bud break that are susceptible 
to spring frosts, either cannot be grown or require special 
care. Growers have learned to plow up hills (“hilling 
up”) around the vines to protect the grafts that are most 
susceptible to cold damage. They’ve also learned to 
grow vines with multiple trunks to reduce the risk that an 
entire vine will be killed by a hard spring frost. Growers 
also increasingly install wind machines in vulnerable 
vineyards that can increase temperatures by 2-3°, enough 
to sometimes prevent serious frost damage. 
As with other humid locations in the East, disease 
pressures can be high in wet years and require frequent 
spraying. While a few adventurous growers use 
organic or biodynamic farming practices, most employ 
sustainable practices that include the use of chemical 
fungicides. The use of fungicides can be minimized by 
locating vineyards where the air flow is continuous and 
strong. 

The Grapes and Wines

While the media has mainly focused on Finger Lakes 
wines made from vinifera grapes, they represent less than 
a quarter of all vineyard plantings in the Finger Lakes12. 
By far the most widely planted grapes are Concord, 
Niagara and Catawba. While not all of these grapes are 
made into wine, the single largest wine producer in the 
Finger Lakes, Hazlitt, makes about 265 thousand cases of 
wine annually, most of which is a Catawba based wine 
called Red Cat, the best selling wine in New York state.

While native and hybrid varieties represent the majority 
of plantings and production, vitis vinifera produces the 
wines that appeal to serious wine drinkers and to the 
wine press. As shown in the graph, just four grapes 
account for almost 90 percent of all vinifera plantings 
in the Finger Lakes: Riesling, Chardonnay, Cabernet 
Franc, and Pinot Noir.  In our tastings in the Finger Lakes 
we found winemakers having success with many other 
varieties, including some usually identified with Austria 
and some promising hybrids. We discuss some of them 
below.   

Year GDD Vintage

2014

2013

2012

2011

2457

2575

2870

2830

Hard winter; lower than normal yields; 
normal summer followed by normal, warm 
dry harvest weather.

Cool wet spring and wet summer with high 
disease pressure; late summer and autumn 
warm and dry; high yields. 

Perfect weather, especially for reds; warm 
dry spring and summer with September 
rains; consistently high quality fruit.

Cool and wet until mid-summer when it 
turned hot and dry followed by a wet 
harvest.

12 Data from the most recent 2012 agricultural census.
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report.

Cabernet Franc  

Cabernet Franc is the most widely planted red vinifera 
in the Finger Lakes, and plantings increased 19 percent 
between 2006 and 2012. It’s a grape that buds earlier 
and ripens earlier than Cabernet Sauvignon, and it has 
good yields, good rot resistance, and is cold hardy. Most 
producers use open top fermenters to ferment their wines, 
including some whole clusters, and age the wines in 
mostly neutral oak. 

While made in different styles, the Finger Lakes Cabernet 
Francs are almost always red fruited with the leafy/
earthy complexity not unlike that found in the Loire 
Valley. Excellent examples include the Fox Run 2016 
Cabernet Franc, Buttonwood Grove 2015 Cabernet 
Franc, Boundary Breaks 2017 Cabernet Franc, Sheldrake 
Point 2015 Cabernet Franc, and the 2016 Lamoreaux 
Landing Barrel Aged Cabernet Franc. In addition, 
several producers make Cabernet Franc based red 
blends. Blaufrankisch (Lemberger) and Merlot are 
both successfully blended with Cabernet Franc. Good 
examples include the 2017 Fox Run Cabernet Franc 
Lemberger and the Anthony Road 2016 Cabernet Franc 
Lemberger.  

Austrian Varieties

Some of the most successful newer grape varieties 
being grown in the Finger Lakes are those of Austrian 
origin: Grüner Veltliner, Blaufränkisch, and Zweigelt.  
While not yet produced in large quantities, Finger Lakes 
wines made from these varieties have good typicity 
and flavor. Austrian varieties have excellent potential 
in the Finger Lakes. For Grüner Veltliner, we especially 
liked those from Hermann J. Wiemer, Anthony Road, 
Lamoreaux Landing, and Konstantin Frank. Blaufränkisch 
wines we highly recommend include those from Barry 
Family Cellars, Keuka Spring, and Hosmer.  We also 
recommend Nine Four’s Zweigelt.

Pinot Noir

Pinot Noir cuttings arrived at the Gold Seal winery 
shortly after Dr. Frank’s arrival in the early 1950s, 
probably to test the feasibility of growing it for vinifera-
based sparkling wines. But it was   Hermann J. Wiemer, 
a graduate of Germany’s prestigious Viticultural Research 
Institute in Neustadt and Walter Taylor’s first winemaker 
(in 1968) at Bully Hill, who played the more important 
role in disseminating Pinot Noir through his Finger 
Lakes nursery. In 1986 he provided Pinot Noir clones, 
reputedly originally from Clos du Vougeot, to John 
Leidenfrost for his vineyard, which provides grapes for 
Forge’s Pinot Noir. About the same time, Dr. Frank’s son 
Willy made his first vintage of vinifera-based sparkling 
wine from the Chateau Frank winery. Today, there are 
several growers and producers of Pinot Noir, mostly 

Riesling

By far the most popular vinifera variety in the Finger Lakes, 
Riesling is a grape well suited to the region’s growing 
conditions. It buds late, tolerates cold winters, and adapts 
to a variety of soils. Its high sugar and acidity allows it to 
produce wines in styles ranging from bone dry and semi-
dry to super rich, botrytis affected sweet wines.  While the 
Finger Lakes grows many different grape varieties, it does 
none better than Riesling. 

The grape was first successfully grown by Dr. Konstantin 
Frank who experimented with different clones, rootstocks, 
and grafting techniques while working with Charles 
Fournier at Gold Seal in the early 1950s.  They obtained 
Riesling cuttings from the Foundation Plant Materials 
Service at UC Davis and imported cuttings processed 
through the US Department of Agriculture facility in 
Beltsville MD. In 1958, Dr. Frank purchased property on 
the west side of Keuka Lake and began planting his Keuka 
Lake Vineyard, which now has the oldest Riesling vines 
in the Finger Lakes. He produced his first vintage Riesling 
from Keuka Lake in 1962. The success of Frank’s Riesling 
led to further plantings in the region, and by 2001 there 
were 340 acres planted, rising to 854 in 2011. 

Argetsinger 
Vineyard 
Named after 
the much 
loved and 
admired Sam 
Argetsinger 
who tended 
this glacier 
carved 
vineyard 

(which was in his family for seven generations) until his 
untimely death in 2014, this is one the special terroirs 
of the Finger Lakes. It’s located on the east side of 
Seneca Lake near Hector at 900’ altitude with steep 
slopes and loam and gravel soils over limestone. In the 
1980s the family replaced native grapes with vinifera. 
Riesling (Geisel 198) was planted on the top of the 
vineyard over 30 years ago with roots now reaching 
the limestone subsoil. Since 2005 the Riesling has been 
sold to Morten Hallgren for his vineyard designated 
Riesling. His very dry Ravines 2015 Riesling Argetsinger 
Vineyard is infused with minerals and nuanced fruit 
flavors. It’s one of the best Rieslings of the Finger Lakes, 
in our opinion. In 2014 the Finger Lakes Land Trust 
purchased a conversation easement on the property 
ensuring it will remain a vineyard and establishing 
permanent environmental protections.

Today, the Finger Lakes has many outstanding Riesling 
producers in addition to Dr. Frank. They make dry, off-
dry, late harvest, and ice wines, and some producers 
make several single vineyard Rieslings.  We list the top 
rated producers and their wines at the beginning of this 
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Dijon clones, in the Finger Lakes. Some of our favorites 
include the Ravine’s 2015 Pinot Noir, Barry Family Cellars 
2017 Pinot Noir, the Konstantin Frank 2016 Old Vine 
Pinot Noir, and Forge Cellars 2017 Pinot Noir Classique.  
The growing conditions in the Finger Lakes may be well-
suited for producing high quality Pinot Noir. These wines 
show the early promise of this variety in the Finger Lakes.  

Sparkling Wines

Given the 150 year old history of sparkling wine in the 
Finger Lakes and the important role of cellar masters 
from Champagne in crafting those wines, it is not 
surprising that today one finds excellent ones being 
produced throughout the region. Our favorites come 
from Fox Run, Lamoreaux Landing, Hermann J. Wiemer, 
Konstantin Frank, and Glenora. The cool growing 
conditions of the region and the bright acidity of the 
grapes make the Finger Lakes a natural for producing 
world class sparkling wine. In addition to vinifera based 
sparkling wine, there is, of course, a large production 
of inexpensive sparklers made from hybrid and native 
grapes, most of them under the Great Western, Gold 
Seal and Widmer brands now owned by the Doyle 
family’s Pleasant Valley Wine Co. 

Sweet Wines

Fortunately, the Finger Lakes is home to three grape 
varieties that excel in combining high sugar and high 
acid levels: Riesling, Vignoles, and Vidal Blanc. Partner 
high sugar and high acid with frigid winters, and you 
have the perfect ingredients for making sweet late 
harvest or ice wines. Riesling, of course, makes great 
sweet, Trockenbeerenauslese and Beerenauslese wines 
and Eisweins of Germany and Austria, and the sweet 
Rieslings of the Finger Lakes follow suit. We especially 
like the Lamoreaux Landing Riesling Ice Wine, the 
Sheldrake Point Late Harvest Riesling and Riesling Ice 
Wine, and the Boundary Breaks Riesling Ice Wine.
Vignoles and Vidal Blanc are French American hybrids 
that also make great sweet wines. Vignoles, also known 
as Ravat 51 after its creator J.F. Ravat, is a cross of 
Seibel 6905 and a Pinot Noir clone.  Highly susceptible 
to botrytis bunch rot, it produces outstanding, botrytis 
affected sweet wines like the Ravines Late Harvest 
Vignoles. Vidal Blanc, a cross of Ugni Blanc and Seibel 
4986, also makes good ice wines, which are produced 
by Swedish Hills, Wagner, and others. 

Finger Lakes’ New 
Generation
Vibrant wine regions attract talented youth who seek 
their vinous fortunes in the cellars and vineyards.  The 
reputation of the Finger Lakes explains part of the 
attraction, but it doesn’t hurt to have one of the world’s 
great wine schools at the doorstep. Cornell University 
produces first rate winemakers who intern at nearby 
wineries, are often hired as winemakers, and eventually 
seek to make their own wines. It also doesn’t hurt to 
have wineries with the prestige and confidence to hire 
winemakers from around the world. The Konstantin Frank 
and Hermann J. Wiemar wineries have been especially 
important as importers of talent to the Finger Lakes.  We 
profile a few of the younger winemakers and viticulturists 
who are quickly making their mark in the Finger Lakes.

Christopher Bates hasn’t had 
much time to himself since his 
Geneva restaurant FLX Table was 
named the best new restaurant 
in 2017 by USA Today. A 2003 
graduate of Cornell, Chris went 
on to earn his Master Sommelier 
credentials before starting up FLX 
Table with his German born wife 
Isabel Bogadtke.  Their food and 

wine empire has now expanded to include a high end 
hot dog shop called FLX Wienery, a fried chicken joint 
called FLX Fry Bird, and a deli called FLX Provisions, 
which specializes in Finger Lakes wines. In addition, 
in 2006 Chris took the next step when he and Isabel 
founded a new winery called Element.  

Sébastien LeSeurre  Sébastien 
hails from Champagne where he 
studied viticulture and winemaking. 
After several years of itinerant 
winemaking around the world, he 
and his wife Céline moved to the 
Finger Lakes where he worked for 
Dr. Konstantin Frank.  They founded 
Domaine LeSeurre on Keuka Lake 
and produced their first vintage in 
2012. 

August Diemel has been the 
winemaker at Keuka Spring 
Vineyard since 2012.  A liberal 
arts major from St. John’s College 
in Santa Fe NM, he has a masters 
in enology from Cornell and 
work experience in Mendocino, 
California and Pennsylvania. His 
first Riesling at Keuka Spring won 
the 2013 Governor’s Cup. August 
also teaches enology at Finger 
Lakes Community College.
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Meaghan Frank, the 
4th generation of the Frank 
family to farm and make 
wines in the Finger Lakes, 
assumed the title general 
manager of the winery 
in 2013 after returning 
from Australia where 
she earned a masters in 
wine business from the 
University of Adelaide. 
She then enrolled in the 

graduate program in enology at Cornell where she 
completed her degree in 2016 while working full time 
at the winery. Meaghan is well on her way to not only 
leading the Dr. Konstantin Frank winery but, also, playing 
an important role in the continuing development of wine 
in the Finger Lakes.  

Katie Cook and Thijs 
Verschuuren married 
in 2013 and started their 
own winery Onyare in 
2015. Originally from 
Minnesota, Katie caught 
the winebug after college 
and after working as a 
cellar hand at Quintessa 
winery in Napa decided 
to get her masters in 
enology at the University 
of Burgundy. After that 
she worked in Alsace 

(Domaine Zind-Humbrecht) and Australia before taking 
a research position at the University of Minnesota. Born 
in the Netherlands but raised in France’s Loire Valley, 
Thiijs began working at a local winery at age 15 while 
attending a high school that specialized in winemaking. 
He went on to earn his Brevet Technicien Superieur (BTS) 
in viticulture and enology in 2009 and then worked at 
wine estates in the Loire, Alsace, and Bordeaux before 
helping establish a new winery in Minnesota where he 
met Katie.  In 2014 Katie and Thijs moved to the Finger 
Lakes where Thijs is doing a biodynamic conversion 
project in the vineyards of a well known winery.

Kelby James Russell 
studied government and 
economics at Harvard 
before realizing that his 
true calling was making 
wine. After graduating 
from Harvard in 2009, 
he worked with Peter Bell 
at Fox Run for three years 
with frequent trips to New 
Zealand (White Haven), 
Tasmania (Piper Brooks)  
and the Barossa Valley 

(Yalumba). In 2012 he took over the winemaking duties 
at Red Newt where his wines have won heady accolades 
from the wine press. 

Hans Peter Weis Born 
in Zell Mosel, Germany, 
Peter worked in his family’s 
vineyards and cellar in his 
youth before obtaining his 
enology degree from the 
Fachschule fur Weinbau 
und Oenologie, Bad 
Kreuznach. He then began 
traveling, taking a job in 
2005-6 at Schug Carneros 

Estate Winery in Sonoma, but when he received an offer 
to make wine at Dr. Konstantin Frank’s winery he moved 
to the Finger Lakes and made wines there for 11 years 
before starting Weis Vineyards with his wife Ashlee.

Looking to the Future
The Finger Lakes wine industry has significant potential 
to continue to improve and grow. At present there is a 
small group of outstanding winemakers and wineries 
making world class wines and many others producing 
wines of good to very good quality.  The wines are 
competitively priced and, as noted earlier, the research, 
educational, and extension services support to growers 
and winemakers is equal to that anywhere in the country. 

The challenge is to continue to improve wine quality 
while also increasing consumer recognition of the 
already high quality and good value present in Finger 
Lakes wines.  Raising quality will depend on continuing 
to attract talented professionals to manage the region’s 
vineyards and make wine. It also depends on continuing 
to supply applied research and extension services to the 
industry. With climate change well underway, research 
activities undertaken at Cornell as well as the applied 
research of the wineries themselves are more important 
than ever.

Raising the visibility of Finger Lakes wines to the 
consuming public and the media is critical to the growth 
of the region’s wine industry. Wine competitions are 
one popular means for drawing attention to the quality 
and diversity of wines produced in the Finger Lakes. The 
New York Wine Classic, which has been sponsored by 
the New York Wine and Grape Foundation since 1985, 
is one of the country’s best known, and Finger Lakes 
wines frequently win the Governor’s cup trophy for Best 
of Show.  Wine evaluations and articles published by 
national wine publications are also important for raising 
the visibility nationally of the region and its wines. We’re 
encouraged by the positive media attention the region 
has received in recent years and encourage the Finger 
Lakes Wine Alliance to continue its efforts in this area.

The region is fortunate to have two associations that 
undertake marketing activities on its behalf, the Finger 
Lakes Wine Alliance and the New York Wine and Grape 
Foundation.  Events like the annual Riesling Camp are 
effective in educating brand ambassadors in key markets.  
Wine tourism has also been and will continue to be 
critical to raising direct sales in tasting rooms and wine 
clubs, without which many of the region’s small wineries 
could not survive financially.   
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Winery Profiles, Tasting Notes and Ratings     

In this section of the report we provide profiles of the key 
wineries in the Finger Lakes producing premium wine 
and tasting notes of their wines. Readers not familiar 
with the wines of the Finger Lakes can use the following 
winery profiles and tasting notes and ratings to familiarize 
themselves with the wide variety of producers and wines 
being made in this region. 

In collaboration with the Finger Lakes Wine Alliance and 
the Atlantic Seaboard Wine Association, the International 
Wine Review team traveled to the Finger Lakes to taste 
wines and meet many of the region’s winemakers. Our 
assessments of these wines are given below and are also 
on our database, which is accessible through our home 
page. 

The focus of our tastings was on the Finger Lakes principal 
vinifera grape varieties, including Riesling and Cabernet 
Franc.  We also report our evaluations of other grape 
varieties, like Gewürztraminer, Chardonnay, Grüner 
Veltliner,  Pinot Noir, and Blaufränkisch. We tasted 
sparkling wines and sweet wines as well as dry table 
wines.  Our tastings were concentrated on super premium 
wines, which our readers are most interested in, but the 
tasting notes given below cover all quality and price levels.
 
The IWR rates wines using the 100 point system.  We do 
not write up evaluations of wines which receive a rating 
below 85 points.  The ratings are as follows:

 95-100 A wine of distinction
 91-94  A wine of outstanding or superior 

quality
 88-90  A wine of good to excellent quality  
 85-87 A wine of fair to good quality 
 84 and below  Not recommended

240 Days This new winery is a project of 
Constellation Brands; it’s the smallest brand the 
company owns. Nova Cadematre developed the 
brand, but when she moved back to Napa in 2018,  
Eric May and Matt Schrader took over the day to day 
winemaking responsibilities.   About 1200 cs made 
annually.

240 Days 2017 Riesling Finger Lakes ($21) 90  Sourced 
from vineyards on Keuka and Seneca Lakes, this is a fresh, 
nicely balanced Riesling. Offering white flowers, wet 
slate and orchard fruit aromas and flavors, it’s especially 
clean and crisp on the palate, finishing dry. Fermented 
90% stainless steel and 10% neutral wood. 8.2 g/L RS 
We prefer the 2017 to both the 2016 and 2015 vintages, 
which we also tasted. 240 Days 2017 Rosé Finger Lakes 
($21) 88 An unusual blend of 45% Cabernet Franc, 45% 
Blaufrankisch, and 10% Riesling, this is a bright, squeaky 
clean rosé with a nose redolent of dried cherries with a 
soft, fruity palate that’s just a tad off dry. 4.8 g/L RS Made 
saignée style.  240 Days 2015 Cabernet Franc Finger Lakes 
($40) 89  Vibrant herb accented dark red plum scents give 
way to a soft, tangy fruit attack. Matured in French oak, 
1/3 new, the tannins on this wine are firm, but rich fruit 
lingers on the finish. 

Anthony Road Wine Company  John and Ann 
Martini moved to the west side of Seneca Lake in 1973 
and began planting a vineyard and raising children, 
most of whom are now managing the vineyard 
and winery. They began converting from hybrids to 
vinifera in the mid-1980s and produced their first wine 
beginning in 1989. Peter Becraft is head winemaker, 
having learned his winemaking skills from Anthony 
Road’s long time winemaker Johannes Reinhardt.  
They have 95 acres of vines and sell about half their 
fruit to other wineries. A portion of Anthony Road’s 
vineyard is jointly managed with Cornell University 
and the Finger Lakes Community College as a research 
and demonstration site.  Annual production is 12-15 
thousand cases, and about 40 percent is sold direct to 
consumer. 

Anthony Road 2013 Art Riesling Finger Lakes ($27) 92 Rich, 
layered and complex, this is one of the best Rieslings of the 
Finger Lakes. Although a 2013, this is the current release, 
and the extra time in bottle has undoubtedly contributed to 
its layered profile and generous flavors. Persistent apricot 
notes linger on the finish.  Anthony Road 2017 Grüner 
Veltliner Finger Lakes ($20) 90 Made with a 24 hour cold 
soak, then pressed and fermented with a portion aged 
in neutral oak. Coaxing aromas of yellow flowers and 
fresh stone fruit. Nuanced, lively palate of nectarine and 
apricot with a lemon verbena accent.  Anthony Road 2016 
Vignoles Finger Lakes ($20) 90+ Made in an off dry style 

Don Winkler and Mike Potashnik, Co-Publishers
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due to its high acidity, this Vignoles offers an intensely 
aromatic bouquet of tropical fruit. Superbly balanced, 
opulent ripe pineapple shows on the palate. Made from 
the original 1974 planting. Anthony Road 2016 Cabernet 
Franc Lemberger Finger Lakes ($20) 90  Medium-light 
ruby red. Alluring scents of fresh red plum-cherry-berry 
on the nose, followed by a beautifully balanced palate. 
Pure, clean and mouth filling with succulent fruit flavors.  
Anthony Road 2015 Martini Becraft Selection Vignoles 
Finger Lakes ($65) 92 Bright golden straw. Sumptuous 
nose of pineapple and other tropical fruit with tangy 
botrytis accents, all mirrored on a dense, creamy palate. 
Exhilarating sugar/acid balance. 198 g/L RS

Atwater Estate Vineyards   Located 7 miles 
north of Watkins Glenn overlooking Seneca Lake, 
Atwater is an 80 acre estate where native varieties 
like Catawba and Concord were planted in the early 
1900s. In 1970, Bill Moffett, creator of Vineyard and 
Winery Management Magazine, bought the estate and 
planted hybrids and vitis vinifera. Ted Marks bought 
the farm and its vineyards in 2000 and renamed it 
Atwater. Vincent Aliperti has been lead winemaker 
since 2003; he previously made wine at Wolffer Estate 
and Hermann J. Weimer Vineyard. He also has his own 
award-winning winery near Geneva called Billsboro. 
The vineyard, located on the southern end of the lake, 
is currently 68% vinifera, 30% hybrid, and 2% native 
varieties.  Annual production is 8 thousand cases.

Atwater 2013 Blanc de Blancs Finger Lakes 89  Showing 
generous amounts of apple like Chardonnay fruit, the 
Blanc de Blancs is generous in the mouth with prominent 
minerality and notes of toasted brioche. Spends 42 months 
on the lees. Atwater 2015 Chardonnay Finger Lakes ($17) 
89 Yellow straw. An innovative, partial skin contact, partly 
oaked Chardonnay. The aromas are restrained, recalling 
dried herbs with fruit notes, but the wine is generously 
flavored with integrated orchard and stone fruit and a full, 
soft texture. 18% of the fruit is fermented to dryness on the 
skins and barrel aged separately; another 14% non-skin 
contact juice is fermented and aged in barrel, and 68% in 
stainless steel.

Barry Family Cellars Located in Burdett on the 
southeastern shore of Seneca Lake, this winery was 
founded in 2011 by father and son Ken and Ian 
Barry, and the first wines were released in 2014. The 
winery works with local growers to produce small 
batch vinifera wines.  Ian made wines in the Hudson 
Valley, Washington and Oregon before landing in the 
Finger Lakes in 2003 where his day job is consulting 
winemaker. He was previously head winemaker 
at Swedish Hill in the Finger Lakes. Barry makes 
Blaufränkisch, Pinot Noir, Cabernet Franc, Chardonnay, 
Riesling and other varieties. They’ve also begun 
planting their own vineyard on the west side of Seneca 
Lake, starting with Pinot Noir and St. Laurent.

Barry Family Cellars 2016 Chardonnay Reserve Finger 
Lakes ($22) 90 Gun flint and spice nose. A finely honed, 
medium bodied wine with optimally ripened orchard fruit 
and light smoky flavors. Well-balanced and clean on 

the finish. The fruit comes 50/50 from the east and west 
sides of Seneca; hand picked, whole cluster pressed, and 
barrel fermented in 20% new François Freres oak.  Barry 
Family Cellars 2016 Blaufränkisch Finger Lakes ($23) 
89 Medium ruby red. Offering a peppery, spicy nose 
and concentrated red and black fruit with an attractive 
floral note, this is a nicely balanced wine with good 
grip, the right amount of acidity, and a long finish. Made 
from young vines and aged 12 months in older barrels, 
including American oak puncheons. Barry Family Cellars 
2017 Pinot Noir Finger Lakes 90 Medium ruby. Lively 
aromas and a ripe, spicy and nicely concentrated wine 
showing pomegranate and raspberry fruit with a floral 
finish. Sourced from the Patrician Verona Vineyard on 
Cayuga Lake. 30% whole cluster adds an appealing 
earthy accent. Aged in a mix of used and new oak. Barry 
Family Cellars 2016 Two Barrel Blend Reserve Finger 
Lakes ($32) 89 An attractive blend of the best barrels of 
Blaufrankisch and Cabernet Sauvignon. The final blend 
is a 64/36 blend of Blaufrankisch/Cabernet matured 18 
months in barrel. A delicious, fresh, crisp wine with nice 
pepper accents complementing attractive red berry fruit. 
Softly textured and with a long finish.  Barry Family Cellars 
2016 Blaufränkisch Finger Lakes ($23) 89 Medium ruby 
red. Offering a peppery, spicy nose and concentrated 
red and black fruit with an attractive floral note, this is a 
nicely balanced wine with good grip, the right amount of 
acidity, and a long finish. Made from young vines and 
aged 12 months in older barrels, including American oak 
puncheons. 

Billsboro Vinny Aliperti, owner and winemaker at 
Billsboro, is also head winemaker at Atwater Estate. 
His knowledge of wine began with his father who 
emigrated from Campania. Vinny’s 2013 Syrah, 
sourced as are all the Billsboro grapes from the Hazlitt 
family’s Sawmill Creek Vineyards, won the Governor’s 
Cup in 2016. Billsboro also makes Albarino, Riesling, 
Pinot Noir, skin-fermented Chardonnay and other 
wines.

Billsboro 2017 Albariño Sawmill Creek Vineyards Finger 
Lakes ($22) 88 This stainless steel fermented Albariño 
from Seneca’s Sawmill Creek Vineyards offers light floral 
scents, a crisp, bright attack, and expressive orchard 
fruit flavors. It’s good, easy drinking. Billsboro 2016 Dry 
Riesling Leidenfrost Vineyards Finger Lakes ($20) 90 Yellow 
straw. Offering flinty minerals joined by suggestions of 
stone fruit on the nose, this oak fermented and aged 
Riesling has a creamy mouth feel and appealing flavors of 
bright stone fruit married to lightly honeyed oak. Finishes 
exceptionally rich. Billsboro 2017 Sauvignon Blanc Sawmill 
Creek Vineyard Finger Lakes ($18) 89 The bouquet of this 
Sauvignon Blanc has a marked herbaceous character that 
recalls gooseberry and crisp spring asparagus. Fermented 
10% in barrel and 90% in stainless steel, the wine is rich 
with flavors that mirror the aromas. 
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Boundary Breaks Owned by Diana Lyttle and Bruce 
Murray, who purchased the former farm in 2008, 
Boundary Breaks is a Riesling specialist, producing 
sparkling and icewine as well as several still Rieslings.
The tasting room is located on the eastern shore of 
Seneca Lake near the village of Lodi in the Banana Belt. 
In 2008 a 32 acre vineyard was planted, and another 
6 are going in next year. The wines are made at other 
wineries until they build their own winery; the 2017 
vintage was made by Kelby Russell at Red Newt.  It’s a 
fast growing winery with broad distribution; production 
is currently 10 thousand cases with plans to go to 25 
thousand.

Boundary Breaks 2017 Dry Riesling #239 Finger Lakes 
($20) 91 Aromas recall bright, fresh citrus. Full, clean 
mouth feel with exuberant citrus, apple and melon 
complemented by a white stone fruit note. Harvested late 
and fermented dry (8 g/L RS) and left on the lees for 6+ 
months. Outstanding Riesling!  Boundary Breaks 2017 
Reserve Riesling #198 Finger Lakes ($20) 90 Beautiful, lively 
mineral-accented bouquet of flowers and white stone fruit. 
There’s edgy acidity on the attack and lush, dense flavors 
of pear and white peach with just a hint of sweetness 
despite 50 g/L RS. Finishes almost dry with lingering sweet 
ripe pear notes.  Boundary Breaks 2017 Riesling Bubbly 
Dry Finger Lakes ($20) 89 This 100% Riesling offers scents 
of bread dough and apple. It’s clean and crisp on the 
palate with light peach accented by a leesy note. A very 
well done, easy drinking sparkler. 10 g/L RS  Boundary 
Breaks 2017 Gewürztraminer Finger Lakes ($20) 90 Timing 
of the harvest is critical with this variety as it drops acid 
quickly and can become overly perfumed. But this wine 
hits the sweet spot with lifted floral aromas of rose petal 
and tropical fruit and an integrated, fruity palate with 
just a suggestion of floral perfume. Finishes clean. 10 g/L 
RS  Boundary Breaks 2018 Riesling Ice Wine Finger Lakes 
($70) 92 A beautifully made sweet wine from Riesling 
grapes left to freeze on the vine. Vibrant aromas of fresh, 
ripe stone fruit and tangy dried apricot are mirrored on a 
honeyed palate that finishes almost dry despite 184 g/L 
RS. Just 11.8% alc.  Boundary Breaks 2017 Cabernet Franc 
Finger Lakes ($20) 91 Medium red. Sumptuous aromas of 
exuberant red berries. Soft on the attack with good mid 
palate weight and pure, succulent flavors of red cherry and 
berry with just a hint of vanilla oak. Finishes clean with 
good length and richness. A 75/25 blend of Cabernet 
Franc and Merlot matured 10 months in used French oak. 

Buttonwood Grove Winery. In 2014 David and 
Melissa Pittard purchased this vineyard and winery 
established by Ken and Diane Riemer on the western 
shore of Cayuga Lake. The original vineyard was 
planted in 1999; the Pittards are putting the focus 
on vinifera varieties. Sue Passmore is the winemaker 
responsible for their 2016 Riesling that won the 
Governor’s Cup in 2017. 

Buttonwood Grove 2017 Chardonnay Finger Lakes 88 Light 
smoke and orchard fruit fragrances introduce this easy 
drinking, mineral infused Chardonnay. It’s clean and fresh 

with understated flavors but good balance. Whole cluster 
pressed and aged in French oak. Buttonwood Grove 2017 
Riesling Reimer Block Finger Lakes  89 Scents of nectarine 
and lime give way to a chalky textured palate of lemon-
lime and white summer melon. A very refreshing, just off 
dry wine that finishes clean and bright. The Reimer Block 
is the Pittard Family’s oldest block of Riesling, planted in 
1999.  Buttonwood Grove 2015 Cabernet Franc Finger 
Lakes ($22) 91 Medium ruby. Red fruit and hints of oak 
on the nose. Light bodied but nicely concentrated and 
refined with a silky palate of red cherry and berries. A 
first class Cabernet Franc! Left on the skins for 7 days 
and then barrel aged for over 12 months.  Buttonwood 
Grove 2017 Riesling Ice Wine Finger Lakes ($60) 90 This 
is Buttonwood’s first vintage of ice wine, which was hand 
harvested the evening of Dec. 14, 2017, at a temperature 
of 12°.  Medium yellow gold.  Honeyed peach and apple 
aromas give way to a sweet palate of peach crumble with 
notes of orange marmalade and honey.  Finishes quite 
sweet but not cloying.  216 g/L RS

Chateau Lafayette Reneau Dick and Betty Reno 
purchased a 140 acre farm in 1985 and began 
replanting 50 acres of native grape varieties with vitis 
vinifera. They made their first wine in 1986, and today 
total production has grown to almost 20 thousand 
cases. In 2013, the Renos sold their estate to Gene 
Pierce and Scott Welliver, who also own Glenora Wine 
Cellars and Knapp Winery and Vineyard.  Most of 
the Chateau’s 50 acres of vines is Chardonnay and 
Riesling; there are 12 acres of vinifera reds. The current 
winemaker Tim Miller has been with the Chateau since 
1996.

Chateau Lafayette Reneau 2017 Dry Riesling Finger Lakes 
($15) 88 Offering a bouquet especially marked by citrus 
and apple, this is a clean, fruity wine that delivers tangy, 
fresh apple flavors. Made entirely from estate grapes 
grown on the east side of Seneca and fermented with no 
skin contact in stainless steel with a Champagne yeast at 
very cool temperatures. Chateau Lafayette Reneau 2017 
Semi-Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($15) 89 Lifted aromas 
of flowers and citrus give way to a nicely concentrated, 
mouth filling palate offering integrated fruit flavors 
enhanced by an interesting mineral tone. Long finish. 28 
g/L RS  Outstanding value!  Chateau Lafayette Reneau 
2015 Cabernet Franc Finger Lakes ($23) 90 Dark ruby red. 
With a harmonious bouquet of earthy, dark red plum, 
this well oaked (18 months) Cabernet Franc offers good 
drinking pleasure. It’s softly textured with fresh flavors 
and fine tannins that lend just enough structure. Finishes 
dry.  Chateau Lafayette Reneau 2014 Cabernet Sauvignon 
Finger Lakes ($25) 89 Dark red fading to the rim. The 
aromas recall toasty oak and herbs. Full in the mouth, 
there’s a repeat of the toasted oak along with dried fruit 
and earth notes. Full flavored with touch of chocolate 
shavings on the finish. Aged 24 months in 60% American, 
20% French, and 20% Hungarian oak.
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Damiani Wine Cellars  Located on the eastern 
shore of Seneca Lake, Lou Damiani and Phil Davis 
founded Damiani, began planting grapes in 1997 
and began making wine in 2003, specializing in red 
varieties. Lou was winemaker from 2003-2011 when 
Phil Arras was hired and learned winemaking on the 
job under Lou’s mentoring. Today the winery has 40 
acres under vine (25 estate, 15 under contract) in 
three different vineyard sites: the west facing, Merlot 
dominated Damiani Vineyard; the Pinot Noir dominated 
Davis Vineyard near Seneca Lake’s eastern shore; and 
Sunrise Hill Vineyard on the west side of Cayuga Lake. 
Wines from each vineyard are featured the Damiani’s 
Single Vineyard Series. The grapes are all hand picked 
and hand sorted.

Damiani NV Bollicini Sparkling Wine Finger Lakes ($16) 
88 Non-vintage but made from 2017 fruit, Bollicini is a 
Prosecco style wine with fruit forward notes of apple, 
pear, and citrus. It’s bubbly and fun and can be drunk 
straight or used to make mimosa style drinks. A blend 
of 72% Cayuga, 18% Pinot Noir and 10% Chardonnay 
made using the transfer method with 12 g/L RS and 4.5 
months on the lees. Damiani 2016 Chardonnay Barrel 
Fermented Finger Lakes ($18) 89 With coaxing aromas 
of lightly honeyed orchard fruit, this is a nicely balanced 
Chardonnay showing flavors of apple, vanilla, and toasty 
oak. The acidity is firm, and the finish is flavorful and 
persistent. Matured 6 months in French oak. Damiani 
2016 Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($22) 90 Revealing notes 
of orchard and nectarine on the nose, this dry Riesling is 
soft on the attack and full on the palate with good density 
of ripe stone fruit, bright acidity and a medium long finish. 
5 g/L RS Damiani 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon Barrel Select 
Finger Lakes ($45) 90 Exhibiting aromas and flavors of 
licorice accented red fruit with seamless integration of 
light toasted oak, this wine shows Finger Lakes Cabernet 
Sauvignon at its flavorful best. Aging in mostly neutral 
French and American oak for 8 months keeps the oak in 
the background while lending a suave mouth feel. Sourced 
from vineyards planted in the late 1990s. Damiani 2017 
MC2 Finger Lakes ($18) 89 Light ruby. MC2 is a fresh, fruit 
every day wine that offers immense drinking pleasure for 
the price. It’s light in style with attractive red fruit, good 
acidity and a crisp, lively finish. It’s Damiani’s best selling 
wine for good reason! A blend of 38% Merlot, 33% 
Cabernet Franc, and 29% Cabernet Sauvignon aged 9 
months in used French and American oak barrels.

Domaine LeSeurre  Located on the shores of Keuka 
Lake, Domaine LeSeurre was established by Sébastien 
and Céline LeSuerre. Their first vintage was 2012. They 
bought an 8 acre parcel to plant and expect to harvest 
their first fruit in 2021.  Currently they purchase their 
fruit. They specialize in white varieties.

Domaine LeSeurre 2015 Barrel Select Chardonnay Finger 
Lakes ($25) 91 Revealing a lively bouquet of flint, oolong 
tea, and orchard fruit, the Barrel Select Chardonnay is 
fat and juicy on a full-flavored palate showing orchard 
fruit with hints of buttered citrus. Finishes long with good 
underlying acidity. Fermented and aged 11 months in 
tightly grained, 1/3 new French oak. Domaine LeSeurre 
2016 Gewürztraminer Dry Finger Lakes ($20) 91 Offering 

a seductive bouquet of rose petal with a hint of triple sec, 
this is one of the best Gewürztraminers we tasted in the 
Finger Lakes. The wine is suave and silky with vibrant 
flavors of orange flower and rose water. A beautiful, 
sensuous wine. Sourced from a single vineyard with 
clay and shale stone soil with a long, slow 3 month 
fermentation followed by 9 months in stainless steel with 
battonage. Domaine LeSeurre 2016 Riesling Barrel Select 
Finger Lakes ($27) 91 Offering a bouquet of lychee, dried 
herbs and wet pebbles, this oak fermented and aged 
Riesling is full and round on the palate with a lush, soft 
texture. Finishes with dense extract and chalky minerals. 
Should develop beautifully in the cellar. Sourced from 
3 different vineyards and matured 11 months in neutral 
French oak with frequent battonage.

Element Winery  Christopher Bates, master 
sommelier, and German born wife Isabel Bogadtke, 
started this winery with Chris’s father Robert in his 
garage in 2006. Initially purchasing fruit, they recently 
bought a 30 acre farm with 20 year old vines in Lodi 
on Seneca Lake’s east side so they can begin making 
wine from their own estate fruit. Bob Bates is now the 
full time winemaker. Grapes are basket pressed, and 
wines made with spontaneous fermentation and no 
temperature control. Chris and Isabel also own FLX 
Table in Geneva.

Element 2013 The Element Finger Lakes 91 Medium light 
ruby red. Reticent on the nose, showing red fruit with 
light toasted oak notes, but the palate has good depth 
and purity of red berry flavor and a silky mouth feel. 
Soft round tannins and easy to drink now.  Element 2016 
Chardonnay Finger Lakes ($) 89 A lean, mineral like wine 
with a flint and honeysuckle nose and light orchard fruit on 
a fruit forward palate accented by lemon like acidity that 
persists on the finish. The perfect Chardonnay for oysters. 
Element 2015 Blaufrankisch Finger Lakes 90 Medium dark 
ruby. Plum and raspberry are complemented by earth 
and herbal notes on the nose. The palate has a certain 
elegance, excellent balance and acidity and is drinking 
well now.

Forge Cellars  This is a partnership between Justin 
Boyette, Rick Rainey, and  Louis Barroul  of Chateau 
de St Cosme in Gigondas.  Rainey is viticulturist and 
general manager, while Boyette is the winemaker with 
technical advice from Barroul. Their first vintage was 
2011. They follow organic practices and use large 
format, neutral oak for aging wines, eschew the use 
of additives, and minimize sulfur additions. They have 
15 acres of newly planted vines and source fruit from 
several nearby vineyards.  They focus on Riesling 
and Pinot Noir, and their single vineyard Rieslings 
from Sawmill Creek, Lower Caywood and Leidenfrost 
and the Les Allies blend are of special note. Current 
production is 7500 cases, but the plan is to get to 14 
thousand.

Forge Cellars 2017 Dry Riesling Classique Finger Lakes 
($19) 90 Redolent of flowers and minerals on the nose, 
this is an attractive Riesling, especially for the price. 
Nuanced light lemon citrus and chalky minerals show 
on a balanced, squeaky clean palate. Bright, crisp finish 
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with rich, stony extract.  Forge Cellars 2017 Breakneck 
Creek Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($28) 93 A compelling 
Finger Lakes Riesling from one of the region’s best vintners! 
Sumptuous, mineral accented orchard fruit aromas. 
Uniquely pure and clean with savory undertones and a 
creamy mouth feel underpinned by saline minerals. A 
wonderfully pure and expressive wine sourced from higher 
altitude (900’) vineyard of sand and shale bedrock. The 
fruit is very gently pressed and spontaneously fermented, 
and 70% of the wine is matured 10 months in old 
barriques reconditioned in France. < 3 g/L RS  Forge 
Cellars 2016 Dry Riesling Les Allies Finger Lakes ($28) 
92 Ripe, rich and full, yet this wine has superb freshness 
and elegance. A candied apricot perfume gives way to 
an equally concentrated and expressive palate of Meyer 
lemon, apricot, and minerals. Bone dry, firmly structured, 
and incredibly rich and persistent on the finish.  Forge 
Cellars 2017 Leidentfrost Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($28) 
92 An uncanny combination of creamy texture and mineral 
cut, this Riesling comes from the Leidenfrost Vineyard 
located close to the water on shale soils with almost no top 
soil. Aastounding purity and remarkable minerality with 
lemony acidity and hints of lime and mango. Fermented 
and aged in neutral barriques. Gorgeous wine! 3 g/L RS  
Forge Cellars 2017 Pinot Noir Classique Finger Lakes ($26) 
92 Made from a variety of clones, this is one of the top 
Pinot Noirs of the Finger Lakes. Light ruby red in color, it 
reveals fresh red cherry and raspberry fruit of outstanding 
purity. Hand picked, 30% whole cluster with spontaneous 
fermentation in Taransaud wooden vats. Beautiful. 

Fox Run Vineyards  Larry and Adele Wildrick 
founded Fox Run, located on Torrey Ridge overlooking 
the deepest part of Seneca Lake, planting the first 
grapes in 1984 and converting the Civil War era barn 
to a winery in 1990.  Today, Scott and Ruth Osborn 
own the winery and 50 acres of vineyards on thick 
sandy loam over shale and glacial soils. Peter Bell has 
been winemaker since 1995. Fox Run is one of the 
three winery partners producing Tierce Riesling. Annual 
production is about 18 thousand cases of Riesling, 
Chardonnay, Lemberger, Cabernet Franc and Pinot 
Noir.  Fox Run practices Integrated Crop Management 
and Integrated Pest Management and is a Lake-Friendly 
Farmer consistent with the standards of the Finger Lakes 
Watersheds Agricultural Environmental Management 
Program. 

Fox Run 2013 Blanc de Blancs Finger Lakes ($30) 91 Made 
from Chardonnay fruit grown on a vineyard block planted 
in 1984, the base wine is whole cluster pressed with only 
the first fraction used for the wine, fermented in used 
oak barrels, and aged 3 years on the lees. The wine is 
outstanding with bright lemony acidity and aromas and 
flavors of brioche and understated fruit.  Fox Run 2016 
Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($14) 91 Perhaps the best value 
Riesling in the Finger Lakes, and that’s saying a lot! It 
begins with nectarine and a hint of herbs on the nose and 
continues on a mouth filling palate of rich stone fruit with 
a hint of lime. There’s great acid balance and tension in 
this wine. 7 g/L RS  Fox Run 2017 Semi-Dry Riesling Finger 
Lakes ($14) 90 Offering a tangy stone fruit nose, the Semi-

Dry Riesling delivers bright citrus and apricot flavors on a 
full, creamy palate with just a hint of petrol on the finish. 
Finishes dry, almost chalky, despite 21 g/L RS We also 
tasted the same wine from the cool, rainy 2011 vintage. 
It had evolved into a profound wine, intensely flavored 
with notes of apricot, toast and honey on a layered, rich 
palate.  Fox Run 2017 Silvan Riesling Seneca Lake ($25) 92 
This barrel fermented, stainless aged Riesling is all about 
subtlety and texture. It offers complex, integrated flavors 
on a suave, layered mineral like palate that finishes with 
light apricot notes. Gorgeous mouth feel. Sees no malo 
and no lees stirring. Sourced from vines planted in 1996 
and 2003. Fox Run 2016 Traminette Finger Lakes ($15) 89 
Offering appealing scents of flowers and honey, this off 
dry (24 g/L RS) wine is especially pretty, revealing a soft, 
perfumed palate with rose petal and tropical fruit notes. 
Finishes very clean. Sourced from non-grafted, self-rooted 
vines from Simmons Vineyards on Keuka Lake. Fox Run 
2016 Cabernet Franc Finger Lakes ($22) 92 Dark ruby. A 
beautiful, Loire like Cabernet Franc, this wine offers lovely 
floral like red fruit aromas and a richly concentrated, 
elegantly structured palate with soft, round tannins. 
Sourced from estate vines planted in the late 1990s. Open 
top fermented and aged in used oak barrels for one year. 
Fox Run 2017 Cabernet Franc Lemberger Finger Lakes ($22) 
92 This 60/40 blend of Cabernet Franc and Lemberger 
(Blaufränkisch) is an elegant and very flavorful wine 
showing berry and plum fruit along with savory and spice 
notes. It’s perfectly balanced with good acidity and overall 
freshness. Fox Run 2016 Lemberger (Blaufränkisch) Finger 
Lakes ($21) 91 Fox Run has been making Blaufränkisch 
since 1998 and sources its fruit from estate vineyards, 
including a block planted in 1995. This wine shows fresh 
berries and plum on the nose. It has concentrated dark 
plum flavors on a firmly structured palate. The fruit was 
machine picked, fermented in open top tanks, and aged 
12 months in a mix of American and French oak.

Glenora Wine Cellars  Glenora was the first 
winery to open on Seneca Lake after the New York 
Farm Winery Act was passed in 1976.  The current 
owners are Gene Pierce and Scott Welliver, and Steve 
DiFrancesco is winemaker.  He started his career 
making sparkling wines at Gold Seal Vineyards in the 
late 1970s, became assistant winemaker at Glenora 
in the 1980s as part of its new emphasis on sparkling 
wines, and in 1995 became head winemaker.  His 
mentor at Gold Seal was Guy DeVaux from Epernay. 
Today, Glenora is especially  known for its sparkling 
wines.  Annual production is about 50 thousand cases.

Glenora 2014 Blanc de Blancs Finger Lakes ($30) 89 
Quince and leesy notes show on the nose of this sparkler 
and carry over to a fresh palate with the addition of sappy 
green apple flavors. Three years on the lees contribute a 
light brioche note. Glenora 2013 Brut Finger Lakes ($30) 
90 Light yellow straw. Showing a rich, yeasty nose, the 
Brut shows an elegant mousse and a creamy palate of 
ripe orchard fruit. A blend of 76% Pinot Noir and 24% 
Chardonnay that spent 4 years on the lees. Best of Class 
in the 2018 Atlantic Seaboard competition. Glenora 2017 
Dry Riesling Finger Lakes 88 A medium dry blend of 
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grapes from four vineyards, this is a fresh, easy drinking 
Riesling with 13 g/L RS, fermented and aged in stainless 
steel. Green apple and lime zest aromas are mirrored on 
the palate with the addition of sweet summer melon. A 
touch of sweetness shows on the palate but well balanced. 
Glenora 2017 Pinot Blanc Finger Lakes ($15) 90 Yellow 
fruit and waxy floral scents provide a graceful entrance to 
this excellent Pinot Blanc. There’s a nice leesy feel in the 
mouth with good depth of flavor and remarkable purity. 
Fermented in concrete egg and neutral barrels and left on 
the lees until April. 

Hermann J. Wiemer Vineyard  A native of 
Bernkastel, Germany, Wiemer purchased 80 acres of 
land in Dundee on the western shore of Lake Seneca 
in 1973 and began planting vines in 1974. Wiemer’s 
long term apprentice and Cornell graduate Fred 
Merwarth has been winemaker since 2003, and since 
2007 he and Swedish agronomist Oskar Bynke have 
owned and managed the winery.  The winery has 
three main vineyards—Magdalena, Josef, and HJW. 
The viticulture is organic, using cover crops.  All fruit 
is hand harvested and hand sorted; all fermentations 
use ambient yeast with extended lees contact. Total 
annual production is about 14 thousand cases. They 
are one of the few wineries to use the Seneca Lake AVA 
appellation.

Hermann J. Wiemer 2013 Cuvée Brut Seneca Lake ($37) 93 
Lively precise aromas of Meyer lemon and freshly baked 
bread are mirrored on an energetic, focused palate. 
There’s a strong mineral component that contributes to its 
striking purity. Finishes rich and long with excellent clarity. 
A blend of 65% Chardonnay and 35% Pinot Noir aged 
sur lies for 48 months and disgorged August 2018. 4 g/L 
dosage.  Hermann J. Wiemer 2017 Dry Riesling Seneca 
Lake ($20) 91 An astounding Riesling for the price, the 
Dry Riesling reveals expressive stone fruit on the nose. The 
flavors are dense and rich with a peppery quality and 
beautiful balanced with tangy tangerine acidity working in 
tandem with the sweet fruit. Great balance and freshness! 
This is the winery’s flagship wine with the HJW vineyard 
as its fruit backbone. Hermann J. Wiemer 2016 HJW 
Vineyard Riesling Seneca Lake ($39) 93 Sourced from vines 
Hermann J Wiemer planted in 1977, this is a decadently 
rich, sumptuous Riesling showing concentrated ripe stone 
fruit with notes of minerals and a super rich lingering 
finish. Elegant texture and perfect balance. Just 7 g/L 
RS  Hermann J. Wiemer 2016 Josef Riesling Seneca Lake 
($39) 94 This Auslese style, super concentrated Riesling 
from the Josef Vineyard (planted in 1974) reveals aromas 
reminiscent of poached pear and ripe stone fruit. There’s a 
hint (2%) of botrytis, but most the botrytis affected bunches 
are left on the vine to be picked 6 weeks later for TBA. The 
grapes are spontaneously fermented for 7 months, leaving 
a wine with 59 g/L RS and under 10% alcohol.  Hermann 
J. Wiemer 2016 Riesling Magdalena Vineyard Seneca 
Lake ($36) 95 This single vineyard Riesling made from a 
special vineyard on Seneca Lake is just off dry, the product 
of a long slow, spontaneous fermentation that began in 
October and only ended in July. The extended lees contact 
contributes to the full mouthfeel and complex flavors of 

this very special wine. Effusive aromas and flavors of 
nectarine, apricot and a hint of gingerbread. Fifteen 
separate pickings of the vineyard illustrate the meticulous 
winemaking behind this Riesling. 9 g/L RS  Hermann 
J. Wiemer 2017 Grüner Veltliner Seneca Lake ($27) 91 
Beautiful aromas of peach and almond and a touch of 
orange citrus. A rich and complex wine that’s peppery 
with spicy gingerbread complementing stone fruit notes, 
all working in tandem with vibrant, fresh acidity. Made 
from two pickings, early and late, of the same vineyard. 
Hermann J. Wiemer 2016 Lemberger (Blaufränkisch) 
Seneca Lake 94 A big, earthy Blaufränkisch showing 
dense, spicy red fruit. Made with 50% whole clusters 
in open top fermenters and matured in 700L barrels for 
15 months. It’s done in a compelling, elegant style that 
compares with the best of Austria. 
 

Heron Hill Winery   Established in 1977, Heron 
Hill’s owners today are the Frarey family, who have 
12 acres of vines near the winery and the 20 acre 
Ingle vineyard on Seneca Point on the west side of 
Canandaigua Lake. They follow sustainable viticulture 
with no chemical fertilizers, herbicides, or insecticides. 
Barry Totolon has been winemaker since 2014; he has 
a degree in enology from Fresno State. Frenchman 
Bernard Cannac was the previous winemaker from 
2009 to 2014.  Annual production is about 25 
thousand cases with about 40 percent of sales direct.  

Heron Hill 2017 Classic Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($14) 90 
A cuvée of all four lakes--Seneca, Cayuga, Keuka, and 
Canandaigua, all vilified separately. Pale straw in color, 
the nose is citrus and floral with just a touch of chamomile. 
The wine is very clean and intensely mineral with orchard 
fruit and sound acidity. Just 4.5 g/L RS Outstanding value! 
Heron Hill 2017 Riesling Ingle Vineyard Finger Lakes 
($16) 91 Produced as a single vineyard Riesling since 
1977, the Ingle Vineyard Riesling offers white flowers and 
subtle orchard fruit fragrances. It has a nice, leesy full 
mouth feel with nuances of orchard fruit again. Sourced 
from old vines (planted in 1972) in a cool, high altitude 
(900’) vineyard on the western shore of Canandaigua, 
cold fermented at 59°, and given 6 months lees contact 
in stainless steel. Heron Hill 2017 Chardonnay Reserve 
Morris Vineyard Finger Lakes ($22) 89 Coaxing aromas of 
orchard fruit with honeysuckle and lemon curd notes. It’s 
expansive in the mouth with a continuation of the orchard 
fruit theme complemented by lemony acidity. Picked late 
from a 33 year old, single vineyard on Canandaigua 
Lake, barrel fermented, and matured 10 months in French 
oak. Heron Hill 2017 Pinot Blanc Reserve Morris Vineyard 
Finger Lakes ($20) 91 Medium straw. This single vineyard 
Pinot Blanc is very attractive, made even more so by 
the highly reasonable price. It’s aromatic with intricate, 
perfumed aromas of melon and lemon. It’s also a big wine, 
expansive on the palate with rich flavors of honeydew 
and lychee, finishing rich and long. Heron Hill 2016 
Classic Cabernet Franc Finger Lakes ($20) 89 This is an 
easy drinking Cabernet Franc showing delicious red plum 
and red and black berry fruit with attractive spice for 16 
months in French and American oak. Finishes dry, but the 
wine has a certain elegance. 
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Hosmer Winery   Cameron Hosmer, the owner of 
Hosmer Winery, is well known in the East for his work 
planting vineyards at other wineries.  The first planting 
at Hosmer dates from 1972, the oldest on Cayuga 
Lake. Cameron planted Riesling in 1980 and started 
the winery in 1985. Today the vineyard is 60 acres and 
sells most its grapes to other wineries.  Julie Hoyle has 
been head winemaker for Hosmer since 2017. Annual 
production is about 9 thousand cases, 60% of which 
are sold direct. 

Hosmer 2017 Dry Riesling Cayuga Lake ($17) 89 The Dry 
Riesling is a pleasant drinking wine of excellent value. It 
reveals apple like aromas with a touch of lime zest. The 
attack is crisp, and the citrus and apple palate is fresh with 
a chalky texture and bright acidity.  Hosmer 2017 Patrician 
Verona Riesling Cayuga Lake ($17) 90 This single vineyard 
Riesling offers wonderful sugar/acid balance along with 
delicious, bright lime and apple fruit. It sees about 24 
hours skin contact with 15% of the fruit fermented on the 
skins. 36 g/L RS  Hosmer 2017 Sauvignon Blanc Cayuga 
Lake ($20) 89 A lovely Sauvignon Blanc made from 3 
different clones cold soaked for 48 hours and vinified 
separately with 3 months on the lees before assemblage. 
The wine is crisp and spritz with appealing light 
gooseberry, passion fruit, and citrus aromas and flavors. 
Hosmer 2017 Lemberger Cayuga Lake ($20) 88 This is 
a medium to light bodied, fruit forward Blaufruankisch 
showing fresh red berries. Matured 7 months in neutral 
oak, it has round tannins and is easy drinking.  Hosmer 
2017 Cabernet Franc Cayuga Lake ($20) 89 Pleasantly 
aromatic with scents of red plum and dusty earth that 
are mirrored on a medium weight, balanced palate. 
The tannins are firm, acidity well integrated, and finish 
persistent. Made from machine harvested, 20 year old 
vines. 

Keuka Spring Vineyard  Established in 1985 by 
Len & Judy Wiltberger, Keuka Spring has 10 acres of 
vines planted on a west facing slope of Keuka Lake 
with silt loam soils. August Deimel has been winemaker 
since 2012.  The winery focuses on Riesling and 
Gewürztraminer, purchasing fruit from 12-14 different 
vineyards. Keuka Springs was named Winery of the 
Year at the 2016 New York Wine & Food Classic 
competition, and its 2017 Gewürztraminer was named 
Best White Wine in the 2018 competition. Annual 
production is 10 thousand cases with 73% sold direct. 

Keuka Spring 2017 Humphreys Vineyard Riesling Finger 
Lakes ($22) 91 Offering restrained aromas of apple and 
tropical fruit, this single vineyard Riesling from the west 
side of Seneca shows admirable concentration and depth 
of flavor with notes of apple, pear, and clementine. Round 
on the palate but with a firm backbone. Pressed very very 
gently for 12-18 hours and then fermented 10% in barrel.  
Keuka Spring 2017 Dynamite Vineyard Gewurztraminer 
Finger Lakes ($22) 90 Medium yellow straw. This 
Gewürztraminer offers sumptuous aromas of tropical fruit. 
The flavors aren’t as intense as the bouquet, but the palate 
is exceedingly pleasant, broad and creamy and bone 
dry. Sourced from the Banana Belt. Keuka Spring 2017 
Lemberger (Blaufrankisch) Finger Lakes ($19) 88  Vibrant 

scents of raspberry and red plum. Very dry on the attack, 
leading to a medium weight palate with fine tannins and 
bright acids. The fruit comes from 2 different vineyards and 
is crushed with the stems. No oak has been used with this 
wine since 2014. 
 

Knapp Doug and Suzie Knapp founded this winery in 
1984 and planted some of the first vinifera on Cayuga 
Lake. They sold the property to Pierce and Welliver in 
2000. Current production is about 14 thousand cases. 

Knapp 2017 Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($17) 88 This is a 
Riesling that has just enough sugar (12 g/L RS) to make it 
a real crowd pleaser. There’s nice stone fruit on the nose, 
and the palate is round and leesy and easy drinking.  
Knapp 2017 Chardonnay Finger Lakes ($15) 88 Pale 
platinum. Perfumed, fruity nose of orchard fruit. A bit tart 
on the attack, this wine is clean with light but balanced 
flavors with a nice mineral edge and firm acidity. Sourced 
from Dairymple Vineyards on the southeast shores of 
Seneca, the grapes are fermented in concrete. Knapp 
2016 Pinot Noir Finger Lakes ($20) 88 Light-mediu red. 
This Pinot Noir offers red cherry with light herbal aromas. 
It’s softly textured with prominent plum and cherry notes. 
A pleasant every day sort of drinking wine. Made from 
older (30+ years) vines and matured in neutral oak for 
12 months.  Knapp 2016 Unoaked Cabernet Franc Finger 
Lakes ($16) 89 Medium ruby red. This is a straightforward 
Cabernet Franc showing good typicity. It offers red berry 
fruit complemented by herbal notes and minerals and is 
fresh and clean on the palate. 

Dr. Konstantin Frank Wine Cellars  Dr. 
Konstantin Frank, the creative force behind the 
establishment of the Dr. Konstantin Frank winery in 
the southwestern hills of Keuka Lake is one of the wine 
world’s most colorful wine pioneers.  The family-run 
winery has been managed by Fred Frank, Konstantin’s 
grandson with the assistance of other family members, 
since 1993. Fred’s daughter Meaghan is now General 
Manager. The winery is currently experimenting with 
using quevri (Georgian clay pots) to ferment Rkatsiteli.  
It also makes single vineyard Rieslings from Keuka 
and Seneca Lake vineyards. Konstantin Frank’s 2016 
Blaufrankisch was named New York’s Best Red Wine 
in the 2018 New York Wine Classic. Mark Veraguth, a 
UC Davis grad, has been lead winemaker since 1989.

Konstantin Frank Vinifera Wine Cellars 2012 Blanc de 
Blancs Finger Lakes ($30) 91 Incisive, mineral accented 
aromas. Beautiful dry and focused palate of subtle orchard 
fruit with good mid-palate depth, a creamy mouth feel, 
and tangy acidity. Finishes with noteworthy clarity. 100% 
Chardonnay on the lees for 4 years. 8 g/L RS. Disgorged 
December 2016.  Konstantin Frank Vinifera Wine Cellars 
2013 Brut Rosé Finger Lakes ($35) 91 A blend of 95% 
Pinot Noir and 5% Pinot Meunier made using the méthode 
champenoise with 8 g/L RS. Yeasty nose, with a hint of 
sweetness and Champagne like aromas. Very nice. Pure 
flavors of red cherry with rose petal nuances on a lightly 
creamy palate with good persistence on the finish. Very 
well done sparkler by Eric Bauman.  Konstantin Frank 
Vinifera Wine Cellars 2016 Margrit Riesling Finger Lakes 
($35) 90 Showing a reticent but ripe fruited nose, the 
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Margrit Riesling is broad and soft on the palate with a 
white pepper note. Made in all stainless steel, this is an 
easy drinking Riesling.  Konstantin Frank Vinifera Wine 
Cellars 2016 Eugenia Riesling Finger Lakes ($30) 92 
Sourced from one of the oldest blocks of Rieslings in the 
Finger Lakes, planted by Dr. Konstantin Frank in 1958. It 
shows a complex and expressive floral-firne nose. On the 
palate there are notes of stone fruit pits and lemony acidity 
with a long finish. Spends one year on the lees. Still a bit 
backward, we recommend cellaring this wine for a couple 
of years--its evolution should be astounding. Konstantin 
Frank Vinifera Wine Cellars 2017 Grüner Veltliner Finger 
Lakes ($15) 89 Beautifully aromatic with apricot and 
mandarin notes, this is a medium weight Grüner with 
expressive up front flavor and tangy acidity, finishing with 
hints of tropical fruit. Fruity and fun. Sourced from a 9 acre 
vineyard in Hector on Seneca.  Konstantin Frank Vinifera 
Wine Cellars 2017 Rksateli Finger Lakes ($17) 90 Revealing 
an exuberant floral and fruity nose, this is a fruit driven 
wine with flavors of orchard fruit and hints of citrus and 
stone fruit with wonderful bright acidity. This wine comes 
from one of the Finger Lakes’ earliest plantings of Rksatelli 
in the 1960s on Keuka Lake.  Konstantin Frank Vinifera 
Wine Cellars 2016 Blaufränkisch Finger Lakes ($22) 90 
Medium ruby red. Made in a light, red fruited style, this is 
an especially pure, straightforward rendition. It offers an 
abundance of very fresh red berry and cranberry married 
to toasty oak on a medium weight palate. Includes 20% 
Pinot Noir and 5% Merlot.  Konstantin Frank Vinifera Wine 
Cellars 2015 Lena Reserve Finger Lakes ($60) 91 Named 
after one of Dr. Frank’s daughters, this is an unique barrel 
selection of Cabernet Sauvignon, Saperavi, Cabernet 
Franc, Merlot and Pinot Noir. Medium dark red in color, it 
reveals rich red fruit complemented by toasty oak on the 
nose. The earthy tobacco leaf and dark red fruit flavors 
are well integrated with good supporting acidity. Finishes 
with round tannins. A delicious wine! Konstantin Frank 
Vinifera Wine Cellars 2016 Old Vine Pinot Noir Finger 
Lakes 90 Sourced from the original Keuka Lake vineyard 
planted in 1958, this is one of country’s oldest Pinot 
Noir vineyards. Light medium red in color, it offers sweet 
red cherry and strawberry with light vanilla notes. It’s a 
delicate, fruit driven wine with a lovely creamy texture and 
bright acidity. Konstantin Frank Vinifera Wine Cellars 2016 
Saperavi Finger Lakes ($35) 90 Medium dark red. Offering 
spicy red berry fruit, the Saperavi has a soft, rounded 
texture, toasty oak, and firm tannins. Sourced from Dr. 
Frank’s original plantings on Keuka Lake. Aged in 20% 
new French and Hungarian oak. 

Lakewood Vineyards  Lakewood’s grape growing 
dates from the 1950s, but it was Monty Stamp who 
began making wine from them in 1988. Today, his 
son Chris, a Cornell grad, is the winemaker and third 
generation farmer of the estate, making about 10 
thousand cases of vinifera, hybrid and labrusca wine. 
In addition, the Lakewood custom crush part of the 
business accounts for another 20 thousand cases. 

Lakewood Vineyards 2017 Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($16) 
90 Medium yellow straw. Showing orchard fruit and 
lemon-lime zest on the nose, this is our favorite of the 
Lakewood Rieslings. It’s round on the palate with good 
flavor density and bright lemony acidity that’s balanced 

by 8 g/L RS. The wine sees very little skin contact and 
is made in all stainless.  Lakewood Vineyards 2017 3 
Generations Riesling Finger Lakes ($20) 89 Quite aromatic, 
showing scents of green apple and lime juice, the 3 
Generations Riesling also has good concentration on the 
palate complemented by stony minerals. High acidity and 
just 2 g/L RS makes this the perfect oyster wine. Definitely 
a food wine.  Lakewood Vineyards 2017 Chardonnay 
Finger Lakes ($14) 89 Yellow gold. Restrained aromas 
of Chardonnay fruit lead to a full, round palate of light 
honeyed oak and green mango complemented by bright 
citrus acidity. Barrel fermented and aged for about 11 
months with partial malo.  Lakewood Vineyards 2016 Pinot 
Noir Finger Lakes ($25) 88 Medium ruby. A blend of 3 
vineyards, this barrel aged Pinot Noir is a youthful, light 
bodied wine showing red cherry fruit. It’s soft and round 
in the mouth with straightforward flavors. Give this wine a 
little more time in bottle.  

Lamoreaux Landing  A Finger Lakes winery 
founded in 1992 by Mark Wagner, Lamoreaux 
Landing Wine Cellars has won accolades from the 
beginning when its 1993 Chardonnay won a national 
competition.  Lamoreaux Landing was a 19th century 
steamboat dock on Lake Seneca where fruit was 
loaded for transfer to railroad cars at Geneva. Mark’s 
father purchased the family’s first vineyard in 1949, and 
Mark became manager of the vineyards in 1978 and 
shifted the vineyards from vitis labrusca to vitis vinifera.  
Today Lamoreaux Landing has 120 acres of vines, over 
half Riesling, on the eastern hillsides of Seneca Lake 
separated into 20 different blocks. Its 20 year old block 
of Pinot Noir is one of the oldest on Lake Seneca. The 
majority of plantings are Riesling and Chardonnay. The 
first sparkling vintage was 1990.  Annual production is 
about 10 thousand cases. 

Lamoreaux Landing 2009 Brut Finger Lakes ($36) 
91 Highly fragrant bouquet of toasted brioche and 
orchard fruit is picked up on a palate that’s bursting 
with personality. Very clean, brisk and pure, especially 
given the age. On the lees until March 2018, almost 
9 years. A blend of 70% Chardonnay and 30% Pinot 
Noir. Great value! Lamoreaux Landing 2017 Riesling 
Red Oak Vineyard Finger Lakes ($22) 92 This single 
vineyard Riesling, a mix of clones 90 and 110, offers 
honeyed apricot and a touch of firne on the nose. It’s 
a mouth filling wine with dense and succulent lemon, 
nectarine and apricot flavors and expressive minerality. 
Beautifully persistent finish. Lamoreaux Landing 2017 
Riesling Round Rock Finger Lakes ($22) 90 From a high 
altitude (800’) site, this Riesling offers subdued aromas 
of white pepper, chalky minerals, and a hint of sage. It’s 
round and soft on a fruit forward palate showing ripe 
apple and melon. Finishes with good extract. Lamoreaux 
Landing 2017 Riesling Yellow Dog Vineyard Finger Lakes 
($22) 91 Beautiful, clean and pure minerals and light 
citrus on the nose. Expansive palate with perfect lemony 
acidity and apple and apricot flavors with firm minerality 
and excellent persistence. From a steeply sloped, high 
altitude vineyard located far from the lake planted to 
clone 198. Up to two days cold soak and fermented 
in all stainless steel.  Lamoreaux Landing 2015 Grüner 
Veltliner Finger Lakes  90 This flavorful Gruner starts with 
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melon and citrus scents that are complemented by orchard 
fruit on a densely flavored palate. Citrus acidity adds 
freshness. Finishes long with chalky minerals.  Lamoreaux 
Landing 2017 Gewürztraminer Ice Wine Finger Lakes 
($35) 92 Aromatically redolent of pineapple upside down 
cake, the yellow gold ice wine made from vine frozen 
Gewürztraminer grapes offers outstanding richness. The 
deeply flavored, highly expressive palate shows ginger 
bread, lemon syrup, and ripe pineapple. Finishes a tad 
sweeter than the Riesling. 175 g/L RS  Lamoreaux Landing 
2014 Riesling Ice Wine Finger Lakes ($35) 94 Deep yellow 
straw. An incredibly pure, vibrant wine showing highly 
complex, tropical aromas and flavors of pineapple, 
mango, and coconut. Ripe and generous on an admirably 
concentrated and deeply flavored palate. Finishes almost 
dry, but there’s 154 g/L RS. Lamoreaux Landing 2017 T23 
Cabernet Franc Finger Lakes ($20) 91 Dark berries and 
plum aromas give way to a concentrated, silky palate 
and excellent mid palate weight. Shows an appealing 
terroir element, too. Unoaked.  Lamoreaux Landing 2016 
Cabernet Franc Barrel Aged Finger Lakes ($23) 91 A 
beautifully made Cabernet Franc that’s refined in style 
with concentrated dark fruit flavors accented by earth and 
toasted oak notes and finishing very long and rich. Sees 
18 months in mostly neutral oak. We also tasted a 2010 
vintage of this wine, which was rich and layered with 
herbal and leather notes and perfectly integrated oak. 
We would rate that wine at least one point higher than the 
2016.

McGregor Winery In 1971 Bob and Marge 
McGregor purchased 70 acres of land on the east side 
of Keuka Lake, and in 1972 they began planting what 
is now one of the oldest vinifera plantings in the Finger 
Lakes located on the steep, east side of Keuka Lake. 
The winery was established in 1981.  Jeff Dencenberg 
has been the winemaker since 1991, and their son 
John is managing the winery.  All the wines are made 
from estate fruit grown on their 45 acre vineyard.  In 
addition to the usual varietals, the McGregor vineyard 
has Rkatsiteli, Sereksiya Rosé, Saperavi, and Sereksiya 
Charni. In select vintages they produce a Black Russian 
red from Speravi and Sereksiya Charni grapes. Their 
most recent planting is Pinot Noir clone 777.  Current 
production is 5-9 thousand cases, 98% sold direct to 
consumer.

McGregor Vineyard 2017 Semi Dry Riesling Finger Lakes 
($18) 90 Pale straw. Chalky minerals show on the nose with 
ints of citrus and tropical fruit. Full in the mouth with clean 
citrus, nectarine and a touch of firne. Clean mineral finish. 
15 g/L RS We also tasted the 2010, which shows how this 
wine evolves over time into something more complex, rich 
and balanced.  McGregor Vineyard 2017 Gewurztraminer 
Reserve Finger Lakes ($25) 88 Sourced from plantings date 
back to 1974, this very aromatic wine exudes flowers, rose 
petals and lemon lime citrus fragrances. Squeaky clean 
attack with medium depth and good fullness in the mouth.  
McGregor Vineyard 2015 Black Russian Red Finger Lakes 
90 A boldly flavored blend of Sereksiya and Saperavi 
grapes first planted in 1980. Sumptuous nose of toasted 

oak, dried herbs and chocolate shavings. Rich black fruit 
and coconut-chocolate flavors are well integrated with 
toasted American oak. Finishes with firm tannins. Oak 
aged for 24+ months. McGregor Vineyard 2015 Rob Roy 
Red Finger Lakes 90 This Bordeaux blend reveal dark fruit 
and chocolate on the nose and palate. It’s soft and round 
with a silky mouth feel influenced by 24+ months in French 
oak. A blend of 50% Cabernet Franc, 30% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, and 20% Merlot. 

Nine-Four Winery  This new winery is the creation 
of Phil Arras, Melissa Thompson and Josh Carlsen who 
released their first vintage (2016) in 2018. Phil is the 
winemaker. Their flagship wine Rhysling is named after 
Phil’s son Rhys who underwent extensive open heart 
surgery shortly after birth; 20% of sale proceeds are 
donated to Pediatric Cardiology.  

Nine Four 2016 Rhysling Finger Lakes 89 Showing a 
perfume of honeyed peach complemented by lime, this 
off dry Riesling is crisp and clean on the attack and full 
in the mouth with green apple acidity. Finishes with a 
lingering sweet fruit note. 25% barrel fermented, and 75% 
in stainless with ambient yeasts. A portion of the proceeds 
from this wine goes in support of pediatric cardiology.  
Nine Four 2016 Chardonnay Finger Lakes ($22) 90 Clean, 
just ripe orchard fruit shows on the nose. The palate is 
of medium weight but full in the mouth with flavors of 
baked pear tart and honeyed apple, finishing long and 
flavorful. Sourced from East Seneca Lake and fermented 
with ambient yeast, 70% barrel, 30% stainless. Alc 13.7%  
Nine Four 2017 Zweigelt Finger Lakes  90 Medium ruby 
red. Attractive, fresh, red fruited nose that’s mirrored on a 
fruit forward palate with excellent concentration and good 
typicity. A youthful wine that will improve with another 
year in bottle. Sourced from Beckhorn Vineyards, whole 
berry fermented and aged in French oak. 

Onyare Wine  Thijs Verschuuren and Katie Cook 
founded this small winery in 2015.  They are part of the 
Finger Lakes garagiste movement, working full time at a 
long established winery while also starting one of their 
own.

Onyare 2015 Riesling Finger Lakes ($29) 90 A lovely 
Riesling showing orchard and stone fruit with herbal notes 
on the nose. The palate is clean, lively, and fruit forward, 
showing apricot and nectarine flavors and bright acidity. 
Onyare 2015 Riesling Beautiful Little Fool Seneca Lake 
($29) 91 Attractive, complex nose of citrus, apple and 
lemon verbena. Lovely suave mouth feel and attractive 
orchard fruit complemented by citrus, finishing chalky 
dry with a rich fruit extract. Hand harvested and whole 
cluster pressed; about 20% of the fruit botrytis affected. 
Spontaneous fermentation completed in January 2016. 3.5 
g/L RS; alc 11.9%  Onyare 2016 Riesling Nostalgie Seneca 
Lake  89 Stony mineral and dried sage notes show on 
the nose. Suave, leesy like mouth feel with notes of lime, 
apple, and minerals, finishing chalky dry. Just 1 g/L RS; alc 
12.7% 
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Ravines Wine Cellars   Lisa and Morten Hallgren 
created Ravines on Seneca Lake in 2000.  Their 
original vineyard is located on the widest part of 
Keuka Lake, between two ravines, which inspired its 
name.  Most of their fruit is sourced from their own 
60 acre White Springs Vineyard where the winery is 
located on the northeast corner of Seneca Lake; its soils 
are calcareous loam with a limestone subsoil about 
4 feet deep. Other vineyard sources are Argetsinger 
Vineyard (an old Riesling vineyard planted on gravel 
over limestone bedrock) and 16 Falls Vineyard (located 
on the east side of Seneca Lake in Lodi with shalestone 
and clay soils and installed with a lyre trellis system).  
While Riesling is their most important wine, they 
produce several other varieties as well, including a late 
harvest Vignoles.  Riesling accounts for about half the 
winery’s production, and 35 percent of the production 
is red wine, especially Pinot Noir. Ravines has 26 acres 
of Pinot Noir, 6 planted to Champagne clones and the 
other to Dijon clones. Annual production is 25 thousand 
cases.

Ravines 2015 Riesling Finger Lakes ($18) 92 Opens with a 
very fragrant stone fruit and lime bouquet that’s mirrored 
on a rich ripe palate. Dry and mineral like with terrific 
acidity and superb balance. Spends 8 months on the lees. 
3 g/L RS  Ravines 2015 Riesling Argetsinger Vineyard 
Finger Lakes ($30) 94 Crisp, rich and layered with a 
mineral character that runs throughout the wine. Opens 
with intricate floral and tropical scents. An exraordinary 
wine of great complexity and nuanced fresh stone fruit 
and dried apricot flavors on a focused palate. Sourced 
from 35 year old vines planted on limestone and gravel 
soils. Ravines 2016 Riesling White Springs Vineyard Finger 
Lakes ($23) 92 Grown in the limestone soils of the White 
Springs Vineyard, this Riesling is distinct in its power and 
ripeness. The bouquet shows open notes of apricot and 
citrus with a hint of fresh herbs. It has a firm structure and 
chalky texture with ripe, full flavors of fresh and dried stone 
fruit underpinned by juicy acidity. 4 g/L RS  Ravines 2017 
Sauvignon Blanc Finger Lakes ($19) 90 A relatively new 
variety for the Finger Lakes, Ravines has been working with 
Sauvignon Blanc since 2006. This bottling has a tropical 
citrus nose and a full, creamy palate from extended time 
on the lees. Very fresh with bright acidity and a long 
finish.  Ravines 2014 Le Petit Caporal Finger Lakes ($35) 
91 Dark ruby. Aromas recall earthy dark red fruit. Big and 
soft on a generous palate with concentrated black berry 
fruit and firm round tannins; finishes dry. A blend of 60% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, 35% Cabernet Franc and 5% Merlot. 
Ravines 2015 Maximilien Finger Lakes ($25) 91 Dark ruby. 
Showing cedar, cassis and slate like minerals, this nicely 
concentrated Bordeaux blend shows an earthy side on a 
silky textured palate with round tannins. A blend of 60% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, 28% Merlot, and 12% Cabernet 
Franc aged 10 months in 20% new French oak and then 
another 6+ months in neutral barrels. Ravines 2015 Pinot 
Noir Finger Lakes ($25) 93 Medium ruby red. Lively aromas 
of red cherry and plum with earth and herbal notes. 
Delicate on the palate but with outstanding intensity and 
finesse. Superb balance. Sourced 80% from Ovid and 

20% from White Springs vineyard. Very low yields in 2014 
(1 ton/acre) due to bud kill. Fermented whole berry in 
open vats with 4 weeks skin contact. Matured in 5% new 
French oak for 9-10 months.  Ravines 2013 Late Harvest 
Vignoles Finger Lakes ($30) 93 Amber gold. This is a 
wonderfully opulent and surprisingly refreshing late harvest 
wine made of Vignoles and a bit of Cayuga. There’s an 
incredible interplay between the sweet fruit (picked at 40 
Brix) and high acidity (16 g/L) that provides a freshness 
that permeates the wine. Rich, multiple layers of generous 
flavors of tangy apricot, golden raisins and peach with 
botrytis notes. 200 g/L RS. It took 3 days of skin contact 
and all day in a basket press to get just a small amount of 
juice to make this wine. 

Red Newt Cellars  Located on the east side of 
Seneca lake in the village of Hector, Red Newt was 
founded in 1998 by Finger Lakes winemaker David 
and Debra Whiting.   In 2014 Kelby Russell took over 
the winemaking duties from David. Current production 
is 20 thousand cases with a focus on aromatic whites. 
Red Newt makes several single vineyard Rieslings as 
well as Gewurztraminer, Pinot Gris, Pinot Noir and 
Cabernet Franc from several growers as well as estate 
fruit.  The wines are widely distributed in the Northeast.  
The winery has 25 acres of estate fruit and produces 
15 thousand cases annually, about 75 percent Riesling.

Red Newt 2013 Riesling Tango Oaks Vineyard Finger Lakes 
($24) 92 Complex aromas and flavors of nectarine, apple, 
and Meyer lemon with the addition of dried apricot and 
firne on the palate, all complemented by firm, mineral 
like acidity. Sourced from a 5 acre block of gravel driven 
soils that lies on Seneca below the winery. All stainless 
steel. 5 g/L RS. Red Newt 2015 The Knoll Riesling Lahoma 
Vineyards Finger Lakes ($35) 94 Medium gold straw, the 
dark color the product of small berries, ripe fruit, and 
skin contact. Starts out with a lively, intricate bouquet of 
flowers, stone fruit, zest of lime, and herbs. Admirably 
deeply flavored and expressive with the rich, ripe flavors 
of a dessert wine except it’s fermented dry (5 g/L RS). 
Very long, chalky finish. Cold soaked for 3 days, then 
spontaneously fermented for about 6 weeks, and matured 
11 months in barrel. Red Newt 2007 Viridescens Finger 
Lakes ($36) 91 Rich, ripe nose with toasted oak accent. 
This Bordeaux blend offers a concentrated palate of 
savory, dark fruit. It’s perfectly balanced with a suave 
mouth feel, firm round tannins, and hints of earth and 
tobacco. Flavorful dry finish. A blend of 49% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 47% Cabernet Franc, and 4% Merlot.  Red 
Newt 2017 Cabernet Franc Finger Lakes ($20) 91 Dark 
ruby red. Vibrant aromas of spicy red plum and berry 
fruit. Fruity, juicy palate with cranberry and herbal/savory 
notes supported by fine firm tannins. The grapes are 
from the Banana Belt; they’re cold soaked, whole cluster 
foot stomped, spontaneously fermented, macerated for 6 
weeks, then basket pressed and matured in stainless steel. 
Bottled unfixed and unfiltered. Rich extract on the finish. 
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Sheldrake Point Winery  Sheldrake was founded 
in 1997 by principal owners Chuck Tauck and Fran 
Littin; they purchased a former 155 acre lakeshore 
farm. Today the winery has 50 acres of vineyards (44 
in production) planted to 10 varieties and producing 
8 thousand cases annually.  Dave Breeden has 
been winemaker since 2002 [he also has a PhD in 
philosophy from the University of Illinois].  Sheldrake 
Point is the most prominent point of land on the west 
coast of Cayuga Lake. Sheldrake’s 2017 Rosé was 
named New York’s best rosé at the 2018 New York 
Wine Classic.

Sheldrake Point 2016 Riesling Reserve Finger Lakes 
($35) 90 Scents of apricot and fennel give way to a 
clean, crisp attack and lingering flavors of ripe stone 
fruit with herbal and citrus accents. Finishes long with 
superb balance and dryness despite 13 g/L RS. With 
a couple more years age this wine should be a stunner. 
Sheldrake Point 2017 Gamay Noir Finger Lakes ($18) 
89 Bright, medium red. Very pretty red berry and rose 
petal nose. Soft on the attack and round on a mouth 
filling palate with good acidity and overall freshness. 
Lovely, fresh floral finish. Sheldrake is the only winery 
to grow this grape in the Finger Lakes.  Sheldrake Point 
2005 Cabernet Franc Finger Lakes ($75) 91 Powerful 
bouquet of earthy, leafy, ripe dark red berries that are 
repeated on the palate. Layered, dense, ripe flavors 
with good complexity and hints of red fruit. Finishes 
long with soft round tannins.  Sheldrake Point 2008 Late 
Harvest Riesling Finger Lakes 93 Dark gold. Gorgeous, 
dried apricot and tangy ripe pineapple aroma. Thickly 
textured, gorgeous depth and richness with rich dried 
stone fruit character. Honeyed finish, superb acid-
sugar balance. Sheldrake Point 2016 Riesling Ice Wine 
Finger Lakes ($60) 93 Yellow straw. An exuberant ice 
wine showing succulent, honeyed yellow stone fruit 
with tropical fruit and botrytis notes. It has remarkable 
balance and freshness. Harvested December 2016. 194 
g/L RS 

Silver Thread Vineyard  Paul and Shannon Brock 
purchased Silver Thread in 2011.  The vineyard has 
a colorful past. The original 6 acre STV vineyard was 
planted on shallow (18”) silt loam over shale rock 
by organics enthusiast Richard Figiel on the eastern 
shore of Seneca Lake. He made some of the first 
exclusively dry wines from vitis vinifera in the Finger 
Lakes. The Brocks are maintaining the sustainable, 
organic practices of the winery and minimize their 
carbon footprint, including using solar to satisfy all their 
energy needs. They have expanded the vineyard to 8 
acres. Current production is 3 thousand cases/year.  
Paul, a professor of viticulture and wine technology at 
Finger Lakes Community College in Geneva, serves as 
winemaker.  He has an MS in Enology and Viticulture 
from Cornell University and previously made wine 
in New Zealand (Whitehaven) and the Finger Lakes 
(Lamoreux, Ravines, and Keuka Lake].

Silver Thread 2016 Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($18) 90 
Beautifully aromatic wine showing yellow stone fruit with 
hints of lime and minerals. Ripe and full in the mouth with 
well integrated acidity, finishing long and flavorful. 7 g/L 
RS This wine is a blend of vineyards and fermentations. 
Silver Thread 2017 Riesling STV Estate Vineyard Finger 

Lakes ($26) 91 Redolent of minerals, flowers, and dusty 
herbs, this single vineyard Riesling displays good palate 
depth and tangy citrus acidity. Somewhat reserved in its 
youth with notes of orchard fruit and orange flavors, it’s 
the weighty minerals that carry the day. Sourced from 
3 different blocks, fermented separately, one in neutral 
barrel. 12 g/L RS  Silver Thread 2013 Riesling STV Estate 
Vineyard Finger Lakes  92 The 2013 vintage reveals how 
this single vineyard Riesling evolves with more time in 
bottle. The nose on this wine is especially rich and vibrant, 
showing dried apricot, firne, and minerals. The palate 
reveals an expressive and complex melange of dried 
and fresh fruit with tangy lemon-orange acidity. Superb 
length. 11 g/L RS Made from low yielding 30 year old 
vines.  Silver Thread 2017 Gewürztraminer Finger Lakes 
($18) 89 Light yellow straw. Perfumed, floral nose of rose 
petals with spice and tropical notes. Suave, round texture 
with light flavors that pick up on a rich finish. Silver Thread 
2015 Blackbird STV Vineyard Finger Lakes ($28) 91 Dark 
red. Toasty oak and pure dark red fruited nose. Soft on the 
attack with good depth of flavo, a hint of salinity, and a 
lovely silky texture. Finishes with round tannins. A blend of 
76% Cabernet Franc, 24% Cabernet Sauvignon fermented 
and aged separately in oak for 12 months, then blended 
and matured another 12 months in neutral oak. 

Swedish Hill Winery  Owners Dick and Cindy 
Peterson grew and sold grapes for 20 years before 
starting this Cayuga Lake winery in 1985; the winery 
is now owned and managed by their son Dave who 
has a Ph.D. in viticulture. Current production is about 
65 thousand cases. The Petersons also own the nearby 
Goosewatch Winery and Penguin Bay Winery on 
Seneca Lake.

Swedish Hills 2017 Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($16) 88 
An appealing, easy drinking Riesling with just 6 g/L 
RS. There’s orchard fruit notes along with mineral notes. 
Includes some fruit from the Humphreys Vineyard.  Swedish 
Hills 2016 Riesling Finger Lakes ($16) 89 The Swedish Hill 
Riesling offers expressive, tangy stone fruit on the nose. 
It’s mirrored on the palate with hints of mandarin citrus. 
Finishes with just a hint of sweetness despite 21 g/L RS. 
Swedish Hills 2015 Riesling Humphreys Vineyard Finger 
Lakes ($22) 90 This is most flavorful and elegant of the 
Swedish Hill Rieslings, sourced from the west side of 
Seneca Lake near Dundee. The wine reveals minerals and 
touches of dried apricot on the nose. The palate shows 
dense stone fruit that persists on a long finish. 7.9 g/L RS  
Swedish Hills 2017 Blue Water Gewürztraminer Finger 
Lakes ($15) 89 Floral and soft, this is lovely sipping wine, 
especially when served well chilled. There’s a seductive 
rose petal nose, a softly textured palate, and citrus and 
rose water flavors that permeate the wine and linger on 
the finish. 

Trestle Thirty-One This is a new vineyard project of 
Nova and Brian Cadamatre. The Cadamatre property 
sits on 12 acres on the northern end of Seneca Lake, 6 
of which are newly planted to Riesling and Pinot Noir.  
Currently, they source fruit from a neighboring vineyard. 
Trestle Thirty-One is named after a large railroad 
trestle visible from the vineyard.    Currently, they only 
produce Riesling. Nova Cadamatre makes the wines.
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Trestle 31 2017 Riesling Finger Lakes ($29) 91 Sourced 
from the east side of Seneca Lake, this Riesling is given 
extra time on the lees, one year aging in bottle, and at 2 
g/L RS is very dry. It reveals excellent depth of rich stone 
fruit with tangy citrus like acidity and a persistent, flavorful 
finish. This wine won’t be released until next year.  Trestle 
31 2017 Chardonnnay Finger Lakes ($35) 91 Sourced from 
the Nutt Roads Vineyard on the west side of Seneca Lake, 
the Chardonnay is fermented 2/3 in stainless steel, 1/3 
in new French barrels, then left on the lees for 10 months, 
followed by one year in bottle. This patience winemaking 
has produced a superb Chardonnay that opens with a 
serious, flinty, stony nose. It’s firm on the palate with good 
finesse and excellent integration of oak and fruit.

Villa Bellangelo  Purchased by the Missick family in 
2011, Bellangelo was formerly Squaw Point Winery, 
which focused on hybrid and native grapes. Today, 
Bellangelo works with several local growers, mostly on 
the west side of Seneca Lake. Christopher Missick has 
been head winemaker since 2015.  Annual production 
is about 4 thousand cases of bottled wine and 2500 
cases of a canned wine called Cando. Bellangelo makes 
several wines, but their passion is Riesling.  

Villa Bellangelo 2017 Sparkling Gewürztraminer Seneca 
Lake ($25) 89 Medium yellow straw. Ripe yellow stone 
fruit and green mango provide a graceful introduction to 
this very richly flavored and very dry sparkler. The palate 
recalls tropical pineapple and ripe peach. The fruit was 
picked at full ripeness, but there’s still enough acidity 
to balance this full flavored wine. No dosage. Recently 
disgorged. Would be a great partner for Thanksgiving. 
Villa Bellangelo 2016 Riesling Fut de Chene Seneca Lake 
($20) 91 A very successful example of barrel fermented 
and aged Riesling. It has a clean, lemony fragrance and 
an alluring creamy mouth feel with lemon and apricot 
flavors accented by a touch of dusty herbs and a hint of 
vanilla. Beautifully integrated wine, lingering forever on a 
dry finish. 11 g/L RS  Villa Bellangelo 2017 Riesling Gibson 
Vineyard Seneca Lake ($20) 90 The Gibson Vineyard is 
a unique, high elevation site with deep shale loam soils 
and high drop-offs on each side of the vineyard, which 
ensures good airflow and especially clean fruit. The wine 
shows its unique terroir with interesting earthy, lemon balm 
aromas and intricate flavors of jasmine, white peach and 
just tilled earth. Made in all stainless steel. 20 g/L RS Villa 
Bellangelo 2017 Riesling Kashong Glen Vineyard Seneca 
Lake ($20) 90 Kashon Glen is another unique vineyard 
site with extremely shallow (6-8”) limestone soils above 
the shale. As a result, the clusters are small with low yields 
and good concentration levels. The wine shows lemon 
citrus and fresh apricot scents. The palate is finely honed 
with firm acids and pronounced citrus flavors. Very good. 
9.2 g/L RS Villa Bellangelo 2017 Riesling Morris Vineyard 
Seneca Lake ($20) 89 The Morris Vineyard Riesling offers 
light lemon-lime scents. It has a soft attack and a fresh, 
cleanly honed palate with good acidity and freshness. 

Finishes on a chalky mineral note. 11 g/L RS  
Wagner Vineyards Estate Winery  Located on 
the eastern shore of Seneca Lake, Bill Wagner opened 
the doors of his winery in 1979, three years after the 
passage of the Farm Winery Act, and is one of the 
region’s most popular wine tourist destinations.  Five 
generations of the Wagner family has been growing 
grapes for over 100 years. Today they have 230 acres 
of vineyards, both vinifera and hybrids, and make 
50 thousand cases of wine.  Head winemaker Ann 
Raffetto, a California native and UC Davis grad, has 
made the wine at Wagner since 1983; she was the first 
female winemaker at a farm winery in the Finger Lakes.

Wagner Vineyards 2016 Dry Riesling Finger Lakes  89 
This is an easy drinking, dry Riesling that shows good 
varietal character. It offers notes of nectarine, citrus, and 
bay leaf on the nose with apricot kicking in on the palate. 
It’s balanced, flavorful, and overall, well made.  Wagner 
Vineyards 2016 Riesling Select Finger Lakes ($15) 89 Lively 
nectarine and apricot on the nose. Soft on entry with a 
hint of sweetness and offering a flavor-packed palate of 
citrus-accented ripe nectarine. Sweet fruit lingers on the 
finish. Sourced from the estate vineyard planted in 1977 
on the eastern slopes of Seneca Lake. 40 g/L RS  Wagner 
Vineyards 2017 Riesling Caywood East Vineyard Finger 
Lakes ($18) 91 Lime zest and dried herbal notes on the 
nose. Nice fullness in the mouth with citrus pith flavors with 
a hint of thyme and persistent, rich extract on the finish. 
This site was replanted entirely to Riesling on a new Scott-
Henry trellis system in 2005. Caywood East is comprised 
of 3 Riesling clones: #90, #110, and #239, separately 
harvested & fermented in stainless prior to blending. 4 g/L 
RS Wagner Vineyards 2017 Dry Rosé of Cabernet Franc 
Finger Lakes ($15) 89 Showing red berry fruit on the nose 
and palate, this is a well-tuned, easy drinking rosé with a 
pleasing acidic cut and a hint of sweetness on the finish. 
Cold soaked 12 hours prior to press.

Weis Vineyards  Hans Peter Weis and wife Ashlee 
purchased the Lime Berry Estate (which was established 
by Joe and Melissa Carroll in 2010) in Hammondsport 
on Keuka Lake and started Weis Vineyards in 2016. 
Their Heart of the Lake Riesling won “Best of Class” at 
the 2017 New York Wine Classic. Annual production is 
about 1300 cases, made from purchased fruit, but Peter 
has plans to plant a 13 acre vineyard on land he owns 
near the Konstantin Frank winery.   

Weis Vineyards 2017 Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($18) 91 
Showing hints of lime, apple, and a note of dried apricot 
on the nose, the Dry Riesling is impeccably balanced with 
bright, fresh flavors, a suave texture, and juicy acidity. 
Outstanding, especially for the price.  Weis Vineyards 
2017 Semi Dry Riesling Finger Lakes ($18) 91 Opens with 
ripe citrus and tropical fruit scents. Round and soft mouth 
feel with good balance and intensity. Finishes very long 
and just off dry with lingering sweet extract of tropical 
fruits. Weis Vineyards 2017 Gewürztraminer Finger Lakes 
($19) 90 Rich tropical aromas complemented by rose 
petals. Good depth of flavor with an appealing, creamy 
mouth feel and excellent overall freshness.  Weis Vineyards 
2016 Cabernet Franc Finger Lakes ($28) 89 Medium ruby. 
Quite ripe red fruit on the nose that’s mirrored on a full 
palate, Good overall structure, firm acidity, round tannins 
and a rich, long finish. Good, easy drinking wine. 
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